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Cover picture 

Joanne Hagan and German Shorthaired Pointer Ch Fourjays Enter The Dragon CDX RA TD ET NRA 

negotiate their Track 4 at the Club’s 60th Anniversary Tracking Trial at Mount Fairy, NSW in July 

(Photo: Lara Sedgmen) 
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About Our Club 

The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC), 

established in 1958 as the first dog training club 

in the ACT, has an average membership of 

around 800 each year. It is a non-profit 

organisation relying mostly on volunteers to run 

activities with some occasional grant 

assistance. About 80 instructors volunteer their 

time to conduct behaviour and dog sport 

classes in Obedience, Flyball, Agility, Dances 

With Dogs, Rally-O, K9 Disc and Tracking from 

February to November each year.  The Club 

also has an active Dogs-As-Therapy group that 

visits nursing homes with their dogs  for the 

enjoyment of the residents. 

While much of the work in maintaining and 

running the Club is undertaken on a volunteer 

basis we do have some paid help.  We have a 

paid office manager and junior shop assistant 

and the mowing of the grounds is undertaken 

by a contractor. The Club caters for disabled 

access with paved paths, designated parking 

spaces and toilet facilities. 

The aims and objectives of the Club are to: 

• promote responsible dog ownership and the 

general welfare of  dogs; 

• teach members to train their dogs, of 

whatever breed, in dog obedience and other 

related canine skills, using motivational 

training methods; 

• promote participation and training in a range 

of dog sports; 

• promote and participate in dog training and 

other activities associated with dog training; 

• support the rights of dog owners, provided 

that such ownership is conducted in a 

responsible manner; 

• actively promote community interaction with 

dogs; 

• provide facilities necessary or convenient for 

its activities; 

• promote positive relationships between 

owners and dogs; and 

• enhance the development of social skills of 

dogs. 

 

Have a comment or idea you’d 

like to share? 

Email  

contact@actcdc.org.au  

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
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          President’s Message  

By Lesley Pothan  

Following a good downfall of rain and some warmer days the grounds are 
greening up and looking very attractive – particularly to the kangaroos! In the 
Club’s 35 year history in our current location no-one remembers having seen 
this many kangaroos around and on the grounds. Prior to the recent 
Obedience Trial the organisers spent several hours picking up kangaroo poo – 
it is very distracting for competing dogs! And the kangaroos have even joined 
in evening Agility, Rally-O and Behaviour Training classes. Yikes! 
 
During the upcoming two-week term break, contractors will be on the 
grounds carrying out annual maintenance to keep the weeds down and the 
grounds looking good. This year we are going to concentrate on improving the 
quality of the Narrabundah and Flyball paddocks.  Some closure of areas will 
occur during this time (signs will be posted). Volunteer clubs such as ours are 
always on the lookout for helpers to share the workload. So, if you have some 
practical skills that you think we could use please contact me via the Office – 
fence repairs, tree loping, weeding, sweeping, raking, minor paving, painting 
and rubbish runs to the tip are always on our list.  
 
The Club’s Annual General Meeting was held on Monday 20 August and 
reports presented at the meeting are included in this issue of the magazine. 
Please read them as they provide a good overview of the Club’s activities and  

  the challenges facing its future. I would like to sincerely thank outgoing  
  Committee and Sub-committee members for all their time and energy given in 
  support of the Club over the last year. As well, a huge welcome to new and  
  returning members who have taken up positions on the Committee and  
  Sub-committees. I look forward to working with you all. 

 
Celebrations for our 60th anniversary are drawing to a close. It has been a significant milestone for the Club and I 
have enjoyed celebrating the year with you. There is one more event to commemorate the anniversary and that is a 
Flyball competition to be held on the grounds on Saturday 27th October. Flyball is always fun to watch so come and 
cheer for the CDC X-Factor Flyball team. 
 
Our new Behaviour Training syllabus has been in place for almost two years now and it is working well. Classes are 
very popular and fill up quickly. The number of classes we conduct is directly related to the number of instructors 
available each term and we are always on the lookout for aspiring new instructors. We are planning to hold an 
Instructors Course early next year so if you have enjoyed training your own dog, want to learn more about dog 
behaviour and training, and are in a position to volunteer as an instructor at the Club perhaps you should enrol in the 
next course. You won’t be disappointed! An information 
evening will be held during Term 4 to provide further 
details to interested members.  
 
Best wishes for successful training in Term 4 ... 
 

Beware the ‘roos—night and day at CDC! 

 

 

 
Photos:  
Denise Stirzaker, 
Anne Robertson, 
Heather McPherson 

Above: President Lesley Pothan 
(left) and Junior Vice-President 
Heather McPherson give the  

workshop a Spring clean 
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 TERM BREAK 
 

Term 3 classes end on Thursday 27th September 

 

Term 4 classes start on  
Wednesday 17th, Thursday 18th & Sunday 21st October 

 

Enjoy the school holidays! 

 

www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355  
 

OR contact Fiona on 0408 292 637 for more details  

NOTE: 

If you are currently in Foundation, Consolidation,  

Graduation and Companion classes you MUST let your 

instructor know at the end of each term if you intend to 

continue training in the following term so we can assign you 

to a class. You must also let us know if you wish to defer for 

a term or more. 

http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355
http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355


 What’s Coming Up At Our Club ? 
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When is the next performance of the Club’s 

fabulous drill team? 

 

The Secondary Companion Drill Team is 

performing at Floriade’s Dogs Day Out on 

Sunday 14th October. Full details are on page 

47.  

 

How should I prepare for classes during 

summer ? 

 

Your instructor will try to find some shade or 

cover to hold your class, and may cut the class 

short if the weather is very hot. Please ensure 

you and your dog remain hydrated in the 

warmer weather (bring a water bowl for your 

dog and a bottle of water for yourself). Bring a 

hat and sunscreen to protect yourself from the 

sun, and insect repellent if you train in the 

evenings. We may cancel classes if the 

weather is extreme – please check the Club’s 

public Facebook page for the latest advice. 

 

For safety reasons, thongs, scuffs or other 

unsecured footwear are not allowed in any 

training classes. Please wear enclosed shoes or 

sandals that can be securely fastened.  

What events are coming up at the Club? 

 

Dogs ACT’s State Agility Trial will be held on the 

club grounds on Saturday 6 October and 

Sunday 7 October (all day). A Rally-O trial will 

be held on Saturday 13 October and an 

Obedience Trial will be held on Saturday 

evening 10 November. All events are run under 

Australian National Kennel Council rules and 

enable members to compete for nationally 

recognised titles for their dogs (the equivalent 

of university degrees!).  

 

The Club’s 60th Anniversary Flyball Race Meet 

will be held on Saturday 27 October under the 

auspices of the Australian Flyball Association. 

And even though it is a team competition, 

dogs also earn individual titles and letters after 

their names. 

 

Members are welcome to come and watch 

these events—but it is best to leave your dog at 

home as access to off-lead exercise areas may 

be limited on these occasions. 

 

Oh, and our Christmas Party and Annual 

Awards will be held on Sunday 9 December so 

put the date in your diary now so you don’t 

miss out! 

  

Want to keep in touch with the latest activities 

at the Club ? 

  

Information is available from: 

• Our website - 

www.actcdc.org.au 

• Notice boards (inside and outside 

the clubhouse) 

• Your Instructors 

• The Session Manager on the 

grounds Wednesday, Thursday 

and Sunday during  Training 

Classes 

• The Calendar on page 57 

• Our public Facebook page. You 

can see it without being a 

registered FB user -

www.facebook.com/

ACTCompaniondogclub 

 

  

http://www.actcdc.org.au
http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub
http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub


 From the Dog Kennel  

Editor — Anne Robertson  

Welcome to the  Spring edition of The Good Companion. This edition 

includes an inspiring article about the Club’s Dogs-as-Therapy program 

which started 30 years ago as an initiative of the late Margaret McNicol 

(former Life Member and President).  It has been running ever since—

bringing companionship and comfort to many aged care residents. 

 

This edition also coincides with the Club’s Annual General Meeting and 

copies of the reports tabled at the meeting are provided. The Club can 

only run with the input of members — just like you — who volunteer to 

help with its many instructing and management tasks. If you value the 

Club please consider how you can help support it in a practical way in 

the coming year. 

 

There is also a full report on the Club’s 60th Anniversary Tracking Trial, updates on the Club’s other 

dog sports and, as always, some helpful training tips to get you thinking about your relationship 

and interactions with your own dog.  

 

Articles, suggestions, photos, illustrations and paid advertisements for the magazine are always 

welcome. Email to contact@actcdc.org.au anytime. Did you know the magazine is available in 

full colour on the Club’s website? It can be downloaded in all its glory at www.actcdc.org.au/the-

good-companion.html.  Use Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer for best results.  

 

See you in class ... 
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Thanks For Your Contribution 

The Committee and Club members THANK the following volunteer instructors for giving their time 

in Term Three (July-September 2018): 

 

Behaviour Training:  Gillian Atkin, Susan Barnard, Stuart Barrow, Barbara Gough, Sharon Haines, 

Kath Hallam, Renee Hamilton, Hilarie Kemp, Chris Lathbury, Gabby Luksza, Mike Lynch, Rowan 

McKeever (part),  Heather McPherson (part), Lesley Pothan, Louise Raisin, Jane Richardson, Anne 

Robertson, Linda Spinaze, Jess Strain, Cathy Vaughan, Jane Vickers, Claire Weekes, Chris 

Woodgate; Reserves: Christina Erwin; Trainees: Catriona Anderson, Jill Bradfield, Rhonda 

Cameron, Mark Donohoe, Beth Forbes, Leslie Roberts, Jane Rylands, Jackie Trotter 
 

Agility: Session 3 — Amanda Delaney (part), Naarilla Hirsch (part), Denise Iglesias (part), Lucy 

Jesiolowski, Therese Smith (part), Linda Spinaze (part), Lucy Williams (part), Stephanie Windsor; 

Session 4 — Judith Barlow, Amanda Delaney (part), Naarilla Hirsch (part), Lucy Jesiolowski, Linda 

Spinaze, Kylie White 
 

Flyball: Justin Allen and Rachael Eggins assisted by Cathy Vaughan 
 

Rally-O:  Laraine Frawley (part), Wendy Hathaway (part), Belinda 

Mitchell (part), Cath Perry (part), Lara Sedgmen (part), Geoff 

Woodman, Patricia Woodman (part) 
   

Obedience Trialling: Sue Howie, Patricia Woodman 
 

DWD: Raelene Stewart 

THANK YOU 

— CDC Instructors — 

Serving the CDC canine community for 60 years! 

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
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                  Tracking Update 
By Jake Blight, Tracking Co-ordinator 

Winter 2018 has been a great season for tracking in Canberra.  We have had regular peer training 

sessions on Tuesdays and Saturdays through winter and the training that people have put in this 

season and last really showed during trials this year.  Congratulations to CDC member Jo Hagan 

who obtained a Tracking Dog Excellent (TDX) title and Julie Cutts who got a Tracking Dog (TD) title 

as well as Matthew Mill, Karen Hobson, Julie Smith and Anne Lewis who all obtained passes 

towards TD titles this season. 

 

Our tracking trial on 21&22 July was a great success with thanks to Judge Dawn Howard (Vic) for 

judging; Jill Campain, Sandra Hassett, Lara Sedgmen, John Gryniewicz and Anne Lewis for 

stewarding and Julie Smith for making her property (and her neighbours properties!) available at 

Mount Fairy.  Despite the fact it was -4°C when the first tracks were laid the dogs loved it and with 

nine passes out of 16 tracks the pass rate was very good for tracking. Congratulations to the 

following: 

 

TRACK 1 

• John Gryniewicz’s German Shepherd Dog Hillmagic Purple Heart (‘Woof’) – Very Good 

• Wayne Kelly’s German Shepherd Dog Vladimir Klass Act UD – Very Good 

• Anne Lewis’ American Cocker Spaniel Neut Ch Landmark Why Why Delilah RE ADX JDX GD 

SPD SD (‘Delilah’) –  Good 

• Christina Sinaiske’s German Shepherd Dog Paesani Bertha – Pass 

• Matthew Mills’ German Wirehaired Pointer Ostoja Chiquitita (‘Tilley’) – Excellent 

TRACK 2 

• Julie Smith’s German Shepherd Dog ‘Wolfe’ – Very Good 

• Michael Smith’s German Shepherd Dog Hunterbase Arco (‘Arco’) – Pass 

TRACK 3 

• Kelli Edwards’ Beagle X Jack Russell Terrier ‘Daffy’ CCD RA JDX JDO GD – Very Good 

TRACK 4 

• Jo Hagan’s German Shorthaired Pointer Ch Fourjays Enter The Dragon CDX RA TD ET NRA 

(’Caleb’) – Good 

 

Tracking season is now over until next autumn (May 2019) but if you are planning on tracking next 

year there is plenty you can do in the ‘off season’ to give yourself a head start next year.  Here are 

some ideas: 

 

• Hide and seek games: Playing hide and seek with your dog is a great way to encourage 

them to use their nose.  Hide a favourite toy around the house or yard then send them to 

look for it.  Make the game really easy to start with and gradually find harder hiding spots 

that will really challenge your dog.  You don't need to add a specific cue to this behaviour 

but if you want to use something choose a different cue to the cue you use for searching for 

ground scent (if you have one) as hide and seek is primarily an air scenting game.   

• Scent discrimination: Teaching your dog to find a particular scent is a good extension of 

hide and seek.  I use pairs of rolled-up face washers that are stored in Ziplock bags with a 

distinctive scent - for example my collection includes lavender, rosemary, cologne, 

matches, coffee and various essential oils.  Teach your dog to find a cloth with one scent 

(eg lavender) then teach them to find a different one (eg coffee).  Then go back to the first 

scent and before you send them to look for the cloth let them sniff the other one of the 

matching pair with the same scent on it.  They will soon pick up the idea that the game is to 

match the cloth you are holding with the paired cloth that is hidden somewhere in the 

room/house/yard/cardboard boxes.  Once they are reliably playing the game with three or 

four known scents you can even introduce completely new scents so that the first time they 

smell that scent is when you let them sniff one cloth before they race off to look for its 

pair.  To get really advanced use different people as the target scent - a good party trick!   

• Stamina.  Your dog needs to be quite fit to manage longer tracks.  Summer is a good time 

to build fitness with swimming and long walks.  Dogs also need mental stamina so doing 

some obedience training to extend their concentration span is a good thing too.  
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Tracking update … continued

• Tracking in safer areas. The many ovals and other mown areas around Canberra provide a 

reasonably safe place to train tracking over summer. Try to work in the early mornings when 

it is coolest and there is some moisture in the air/grass. Hot and dry conditions make for 

difficult tracking. 

• Article indication. Ideally your dog will give a very obvious signal when it gets to an article 

(usually a sock) on the track. If you have an obsessive retriever you can probably rely on 

them picking it up and you don't need to train anything else (certain Golden Retrievers 

come to mind). For most dogs however a Sit or a Down will work best. These are nice and 

clear to the handler and judge. Barking or bowing is also acceptable. A Stand is not a great 

signal as when you are 10 metres away on the end of the lead it is not easy to tell if your 

dog is standing next to an article or standing next to a rabbit hole or simply standing looking 

around, even harder for the judge who will be 30-40 metres away to tell. Whatever indicator 

you choose it is easy to train it away from tracks. I used a clicker and a sock to teach my 

dog to sit with one foot on the sock. You don't want to use any cue other than the presence 

of the sock as the dog needs to self-imitate the behaviour. Once my dog was reliably sitting 

on every sock she saw and getting rewarded for it, it was a simple job to add socks into 

tracks and reward her for sitting on them. Teach this like any other clicker game by shaping 

the behaviour. 

 

You can also read a few books on scent theory and tracking - your dog already knows all this stuff 

but it is hard for them to teach you if you don't do some background reading. Here are some 

suggestions to get you started: 

• Tracking Dog: Theory & methods by Glenn Johnson. This is regarded as the ‘classic’ text. It 

was first published in 1975 and contains some ideas that have now lost favour such as ‘scent 

pads’ at the start and double or even triple laying parts of tracks. My suggestion would be 

to just ignore the ‘scent pad’ and double/triple lay bits and follow the rest. It contains a step 

by step week by week training program. My first two tracking dogs were trained using this 

book.  

• In search of scent: Basic K9 scent theory training by Lorrie Wink. This is not a ‘how to’ book 

but it contains some useful information about what scent is and how it spreads around. This is 

certainly not an essential book but if you are the type of person who likes to know the theory 

and understand how something works then you might find this an interesting book (it is quite 

short).  

• Practical scent dog training by Lue Button. This books has a fair bit of scent theory at the 

start and then suggested lesson plans for teaching different types of scent work including 

tracking, air scenting and disaster area searches which is quite interesting.  

 

And keep an eye on the ANKC website (http://ankc.org.au/AboutUs/?id=1253 ) for when the new 

tracking rules come out. There are some minor changes to the tracking rules for next year as well 

as some quite significant changes to the track and search (urban tracking) rules which may lead 

to more people getting into that sport next season. 

 

Would you like to advertise in the Club’s magazine ?  We distribute 

about 350 copies of the magazine to members four times a year 

and you can access all issues on our website - it’s a great way to get 

your name out there. Advertising for the December 2018 issue is due 

by the end of October. Current advertising rates are: 

TGC ADVERTISING 

Page Size Width Length 
Single 

(1 issue) 

Yearly 

(4 issues) 

Full Page 170 mm 270 mm $60.00 $225.00   

1/2 Page 170 mm 130 mm $35.00 $125.00   

1/4 Page 80 mm 130 mm $20.00 No Yearly rate 

Email contact@actcdc.org.au if you would like to advertise. 

http://ankc.org.au/AboutUs/?id=1253
mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
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Scenes from the Tracking Trial, Mount Fairy, NSW 

 Clockwise from top: Mike Smith and ’Arco’ on track; Joanne 
Hagan  shows the judge the article found by ’Caleb’; Judge Dawn 
Howard (Vic) and steward Sandra Hassett observe Elaine Temby 
and ’Hope’ on track;  Rosalie Gerlach’s ‘Phoenix’ sniffs the scent 

before the start of his track; the gallery observe the action 
(Photos: Lara Sedgmen) 
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*Recognised Hydrotherapy provider by Petplan* 
 
   Canine hydrotherapy involves the use of swimming and underwater treadmills to help dogs  
   recover following surgery or injury, and for pets with more long term mobility problems.  
 
   Conditions we can treat with hydrotherapy at our facility include: 

• Arthritis 

• Hip and elbow dysplasia 

• Cruciate ligament rupture 

• Patella luxation 

• Degenerative myelopathy (formerly known as CDRM) 

• Spinal injuries including recovery from fractures and IV disc rupture  
(commonly known as a slipped disc) 

• Spondylosis - spinal arthritis 

• Mobility problems related to age 

• Obesity control 

 
   The benefits of hydrotherapy are: 

• Decreased pain perception 

• Decreased pain and inflammation 

• Feeling of wellbeing due to release of endorphins 

• Relaxation of muscle tension and/or muscle spasm 

• Reduction of oedema (swelling) 

• Increased range of movement 

• Non weight bearing - it is easier and more comfortable to move in water so  
animals often gain confidence 

• Support for weakened or spinal injury dogs 

• Increased muscle strength 

• Improved muscle patterning and recruitment helping to improve gait patterns 
(reduction in lameness) 

• Improved cardiovascular fitness 

• Potentially earlier return to normal activities 

• Improved quality of life 
 

Contact us to see how our qualified Hydrotherapist can work with your Vet 
to give your dog a healthier life! 

 
WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU 

https://www.facebook.com/dogswimcanberra/ 

 

http://WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU
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Mt Taylor Joey Scouts Visit 

~ sharing and caring  ~ 

On Sunday 26 August a mob of Joey Scouts from the Mt Taylor Scout Group visited the Club as 

part of their ’Share and Care’ program.  The Joeys spent the morning visiting classes, learning a 

little about dog body language, meeting puppies and dogs of all shapes and sizes, and sharing 

bags of homemade dog treats. In return handlers and dogs got a lot of practice with their ‘polite 

greeting’ and ‘four on the floor’ etiquette. Everyone enjoyed the visit and we hope that it might 

become a regular feature of the Joey Scout program. 

Junior Vice-President Heather 

McPherson and her Labrador 

Retriever ‘Pepsey’  

hosted the Joey Scouts visit. 

The Joeys are 5-7 years old. 

 

(Photos: Anne Robertson) 
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Mt Taylor Joey Scouts … continued

Joey Scout Dog Cookies 
 

Ingredients 

 

• 1 cup cooked pumpkin 

• 1/2 cup peanut butter 

• 2 eggs 

• 1/4 cup oil 

• 2 1/2 cups whole wheat flour 

• 1 teaspoon baking soda 

 

Method 

 

• Preheat oven to 350 degrees Farenheit. 

• Combine pumpkin, peanut butter, eggs and oil 

in a bowl. Add sifted baking soda and whole 

wheat flour. Stir until a stiff dough forms.  

• Knead dough or mix just until flour is  

incorporated. 

• Roll out dough with a rolling pin and use a 

cookie cutter to cut out dog bone shapes, or 

just bake into little circles like cookies. 

• Bake for 15 minutes. 

REMINDER - DISABLED PARKING 
Please note that the disabled spaces in the Instructors' car park are  

at all times for the exclusive use of people holding disabled  

parking permits.  

 

This includes instructors, members and visitors with disabled parking permits. 

Please ensure that you do not use these spaces without a permit. In the 

event that all spaces are taken by permit holders, members and  

visitors with disabled parking permits  may park in other parts of the 

Instructors' car park at any time. 

  

This restriction also applies when trials are held on the Club grounds. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

-  
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  Dogs - as - Therapy 

By Lesley Pothan, Co-ordinator 

For nearly 30 years our Club has successfully run 

a ‘Dogs-as-Therapy’ program bringing joy and 

a wet nose to the elderly in aged-care 

residences including dementia wards. Currently 

we visit five homes once a month. Much has 

been written about the benefits of pet therapy. 

Apart from providing comfort and a sense of 

companionship through these visits there are 

also medical benefits such as the lowering of 

blood pressure and an increase in serotonin 

levels. Some residents have had to give up their 

own lovely dog when they move into aged 

care and our dogs are a reminder of those 

happy times.  

 

We have 20 dog and handler teams that visit 

the homes. Our dogs come in all shapes and 

sizes. Visits last for about an hour as most dogs 

tire after this time. We have had requests from 

other aged care residences to be included in 

our program but unfortunately we don’t have 

the capacity – we need more teams! For dogs 

to qualify as a therapy dog they must have the 

right temperament. Dogs must be 18 months or 

older, calm and comfortable around other 

dogs, enjoy meeting people and not be easily 

spooked by sudden or unusual noises and 

movement. If you have a dog that you think 

would be suitable and If you would also like to 

be part of the Club’s wonderful program you 

can contact me via email at 

contact@actcdc.org.au.   

 

Apart from visiting aged-care residencies, this 

year one of our teams—Kath McQuarrie with 

her Miniature Schnauzers ‘Rocky’ and ‘Hope’ 

—has embarked on hospital visits at Calvary 

John James and the Canberra Hospital. Kath 

has been part of the program for many years 

and her experiences and skills are invaluable to 

the group. The hospital visits have been very 

successful and you can read Kath’s insights 

below. When visiting hospitals (as opposed to 

aged-care facilities) there are stricter 

requirements that need to be observed, not 

only are dogs required to be clean and up-to-

Below: DAT members Catherine & Akara, Beryl & Bailey, Sharon (with Lesley’s Molly) & Rosie and Jeff & Bear 

at Fred Ward Gardens in Curtin 

mailto:contact@actcdc.org
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date with vaccinations they have to be tested 

for communicable diseases such as salmonella 

every three months. 

 

As well, some members of our group are about 

to start a reading program at a school on the 

north side of Canberra. Children that are 

struggling with learning to read are much more 

comfortable practising reading to a dog rather 

than a person. Only one dog and handler 

team visits the school for a session of reading 

with children. Children with reading difficulties 

take turns reading to the dog one at a time. It is 

a lovely program and the children are so 

excited to come and meet the dog and read. 

 

Catherine with ‘Akara’ and ‘Bella’ are new to 

the program and Catherine was happy to 

share her thoughts with you.  

It’s been amazing to see first-hand how 

the dogs light up the residents’ faces. I’ve 

always gotten a sense of happiness and 

comfort from my dogs and love to share 

this with others. I’ve just started with the 

program but I have a background in 

psychology and social work. I’m doing a 

research paper on how dogs can be 

used in therapy with traumatised children. 

I want to see pet therapy used more 

widely and to raise awareness of the 

benefits associated with it.  

 

Jeff and ‘Bear’ are regulars who visit Fred Ward 

Gardens in Curtin. Bear loves the visits. 

Hi. I’m Bear (because I look a little bit like 

a Polar Bear. Also, I like teddy bears). I 

also like visiting the people at Fred Ward 

Gardens retirement home in Curtin. I get 

to walk there and home again, and to 

spend an hour or so with my many new 

friends from Dogs-as-Therapy and my 

great new dog friends, too (including 

Bailey, Molly, Rosie and Jasper). We go 

there every four weeks. It’s great to meet 

new humans there - some have told me 

that they used to have a dog of their 

own, and miss their dog, and like to have 

me and my friends visit them for a few 

pats (and licks, on my part). There are 

quite a few ‘regulars’ who seem to look 

forward to seeing me and my friends 

each visit. All the staff are very nice - 

even tradies working on the home are 

friendly. I like to make people smile - it 

makes me smile too!   

 

Narelle and ‘Lily’ have been part of the 

program for quite a few years and will be 

helping with the school reading program. 

My dog Lily is a Bloodhound Mastiff 

Pointer X. We started with the Dogs-as-

Therapy group visiting St Nicholas Nursing 

Home at Forrest.  Some of the residents 

there were often asleep when we arrived.  

That didn't suit my Lily.  She was there for 

pats so a little action was required. Sleepy 

people needed the gentle nudge of a 

Lily nose to their hand which usually 

rested on the arm of the chair.  Gentle 

nudges invariably resulted in a wrinkled 

elderly hand being raised to pat Lily's 

head and often with a smile into the 

bargain. Our more recent visits have 

been to Carey Gardens where the 

residents get full marks for good patting.  

Especially the men who seem to really 

enjoy spending time with a large dog.  

Lily's first job though is to check for crumbs 

on the floor.  And because the residents 

can see what she wants, my first job is to 

stop the residents giving her some of their 

morning tea.  The residents at Carey 

Gardens are great dog lovers and often 

tell stories about the dogs who have 

shared their lives. 

 

Kath McQuarrie has been part of the program 

for many years and her experiences and skills 

are invaluable to the group. Kath’s generosity 

and care should inspire us all. Please read on 

and enjoy Kath’s perspectives on the power of 

using dogs to help in the healing process. 

 

My Miniature Schnauzers and I have 

been enthusiastic members of the CDC 

Dogs-as-Therapy Team since its inception 

over 25 years ago.  We have made many 

friends and I continue to be inspired by 

the capacity of the dog to engage in a 

positive manner with humans and bring 

joy, comfort and delight.  I now have two 

Miniature Schnauzers ‘Hope’ and ‘Rocky’ 

who enjoy Dogs-as-Therapy.  

  

In 2017 I attended a six month Basic Level 

One Clinical Pastoral Course at the 

Canberra Hospital to enhance my skills as 

a Pastoral Carer:  I have been engaged 

as a volunteer pastoral carer for over six 

years at Calvary Bruce Hospital.  My 

Didactic for the course was titled “PAWS 

for pastoral care - A consideration for 

integrating therapy dogs into pastoral 

care”.  My course supervisor took up my 

passionate message and in March 2018, 

Rocky, my seven year old Miniature 

Schnauzer and I commenced visiting on 

a weekly basis at Calvary John James 
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Hospital, in a six month trial and 

assessment, which has now favourably 

concluded and we are permanent 

volunteers at Calvary John James.  The 

favourable response from patients and 

staff has been an encouraging and 

overwhelming experience, particularly 

the joy with which patients have received 

Rocky and me, with the breaking down 

of communication barriers and softening 

the stiffness of a contrived visit. 

 

Recently I was invited by the Canberra 

Hospital to bring Rocky to visit a young 

woman, far from home in a complicated 

medical situation and missing her own 

dog, partner and family. Her immediate 

and critical need was to afford her the 

opportunity to connect with a dog 

because missing her own dog 

desperately was seriously affecting her 

condition.  The first meeting assisted the 

young woman to remain calm, essential 

to her medical situation, and to express 

her fears and hopes for the future in a 

pastoral connection, all the time 

engaging with the dog and he with her in 

a physical connection.  Now eight weeks 

later after visiting weekly with Rocky, the 

situation is resolved and the young 

woman has returned home. 

 

In Australia, dogs are not yet officially 

recognised as possible members of a 

pastoral care team, however, I am in no 

doubt that they accompany some 

pastoral carers, unofficially.  Although the 

therapy dog is but an item in the tool box 

of the pastoral carer, it is a powerful one.  

The dog provides a physical and a 

spiritual connection to the patient, which 

is very different to a visit from a therapy 

dog/handler team where the dog(s) are 

the focal point to pat or engage with, 

and there is often no requirement or even 

appropriate moment for the handlers to 

engage in depth with the person being 

visited.  

 

At John James, Rocky is introduced to the 

patient who is invited to touch and pat 

him, have him sit on a lap or on the bed, 

whatever the patient wishes. It is often this 

gentle and unhurried interaction with 

Rocky which makes the visit less formal 

and releases the inhibitions of the patient 

to share and speak.  The dog can have 

visual appeal to the patient – groomed, 

sweet smelling, beautiful deep eyes into 

which the patient can sink, and often 

Having a rest at St Andrews at Hughes—

Rocky, Holly, Rosie & Molly  
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innate gentleness.  Rocky brings a real and tangible warmth and safe touch to the patient, 

often inappropriate for the pastoral carer.  He leans against the patient, lies alongside on 

the bed or couch or sits on a lap.  Patients are welcome to merely observe or actively touch 

or hold the dog, pat or stroke and feel the warmth body to body.  Some clasp Rocky to 

them and while we sit in silence, the patient often looks at me, portraying the real comfort 

being enjoyed. 

 

This can be the start of a pastoral relationship with a patient for the term of hospitalisation 

and assists with recovery.  Even Rocky walking along corridors produces understanding 

smiles and favourable comments from patients, visitors and staff alike, who stop to 

acknowledge him and have a pat. Sometimes it is the people beyond the patients 

themselves, that is, the people who work or visit in the hospital, who need the ‘dog fix’.  

Hospital can be a strange and confusing place, and the pastoral care dog helps alleviate 

that sense of uncertainty and the unknown, and brings a normalcy into the arena. 

 

Recently I have been visiting with Rocky at the Canberra Hospital and have now been 

asked to come on a permanent basis and it appears that the Hospital is prepared to bear 

the cost of my second dog Hope’s three month medical requirement so that Rocky does 

not bear the full load of hospital visiting as it is a very tiring experience for the dog.  The joy 

and welcome from doctors, nurses and patients is overwhelming, more like celebrity status. 

 

For me being part of the Dogs-as-Therapy team has been a fulfilling and a continuing 

learning experience and now that I am engaged in pastoral care with my dogs I am 

overjoyed. 

 

 

 

 

The dog is always more than we know,  

extending beyond our knowledge, and calling 

on us to match its excess with acts of generosity 

of our own. 

 
 

 
Snake Season 

~ what to do ~ 
 

If you see a snake tell other members on the 

grounds at the same time where you saw it 

and report the sighting (including the time  

and location) to the Club office, email  

contact@actcdc.org.au 

 

This will help us assess whether we need to 

take any other action. 

 

Remember — snakes are  

protected by law in the ACT. 

 

Want to know more about living harmoniously 

with snakes in the Canberra region?  

See the  

Canberra Snake Rescue and Relocation  

website and Facebook pages at  

http://canberrasnakerescue.com.au/ and 

www.facebook.com/CanberraSnakeRescue 

mailto:contact@cdc.org.au)
http://canberrasnakerescue.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/CanberraSnakeRescue
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   Training Tips —1 

                         The following article is reproduced with permission. 

 

For most dog owners, Dr. Seuss's classic tale Green Eggs & Ham seems an odd 
place to look for inspiration. But as a Greek mathematician soaking in his tub found out 
centuries ago, inspiration can be found in the most unlikely places. 
 
Trying to make it perfectly clear that he absolutely hates green eggs and ham, Sam I 
Am's friend describes where and how he still would refuse to taste this dish: 

• in a house 

• with a mouse 

• in a box 

• with a fox 

• with a goat 

• on a boat and so on ... 
 
Looked at from a slightly different viewpoint, Green Eggs & Ham might also be an 
accurate reflection of how many dogs view responding to a command. Here's a little 
spoof on what a dog might say: 
 

I do not always heed commands 
My dear but often silly man 
I might not sit if near a goat 
How could I lay down on a boat? 
Perhaps I'd lay down in the house 
But not if I have seen a mouse 
Don't tell me "heel" when I've smelled fox 
Or found the biscuits in the box 
I'd find it odd to hear words said 
If you were standing on your head 
And wonder if "stay" means "do come here" 
If you said it to me from a chair 
I cannot always just obey 
Whatever silly words you say 
'Cause if I'm staring at the cat 
I will not hear you - that is that! 

 
It is easy to forget that we, just like our dogs, are creatures of habit. And while this is 
sometimes a good and helpful thing, it can also backfire - especially in a training 
situation. If we are using our bodies and/or voices in certain habitual ways while giving 
a command, the dog may depend upon ALL of those clues, even if we are not aware of 
them. 
 
One simple and fun approach to improve your dog's response to your commands - no 
matter what's going on around him - is to borrow ideas from Green Eggs & Ham. Ask 
your dog to sit here and there or everywhere! While you're in a chair, while you do your 
hair, at the store or on the shore. For each skill your dog has, try to find new and 
interesting ways and places for him to practice. Be patient - this may be news to him! 
Step back as needed to helping and rewarding, and take note of how much your dog 
may be leaning on the cues you've provided unawares. 
 
Very often, when we think a dog ‘knows' something, we forget that this knowledge may 
be very contextual - he only knows it at home or in familiar settings, or when you're 
standing in a certain way. Take the time to lay down on some grass, stare up at the 
clouds, and put your dog through his paces. It's an eye opener to realize how patterned 
we are - and thus how patterned our dogs can become. 
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Just about everyone knows to be prepared to 

deal with crazy/relentless puppy behavior, but 

way fewer dog owners, it seems, have been 

warned about the other challenging period in 

a dog’s life: adolescence! A quick Google 

search on the topic produces results peppered 

with words like “surviving,” “dealing with,” and 

“misbehavior.” These pages offer up a long list 

of things that can go wrong, and suggest it will 

be more than difficult to get through. 

Goodness, it sounds horrible! 

 

It’s true that this period 

involves a ton of 

changes to your dog’s 

biological, physical, and 

psychological makeup. 

By extension, his 

behavior is affected. It’s 

also true that there are 

times when this 

transformation is 

accompanied by some 

challenging moments. 

But rest assured it’s not 

all doom and gloom! For 

every challenging 

feature of canine 

adolescence, there is an 

equally awesome 

element that makes this 

a very special time. 

 

The adolescent period typically begins around 

six months of age, and will be over when a dog 

reaches physical maturity around two to three 

years old. The most pronounced behavioral 

issues will be noticed between six to 12 months 

old. 

 

Keep in mind that although hormones have a 

lot to do with adolescent changes, they’re not 

the only thing responsible for some of the 

behaviors you may see (even neutered dogs 

will exhibit these behaviors). Your dog’s brain is 

growing and developing, and the apparent 

quirkiness of the process is all perfectly natural. 

 

As a trainer and a person who is currently in the 

adolescent trenches with my Border Terrier, 

Bennigan, I can testify that it’s not all bad. Here 

are some facts about canine adolescence that 

you may not be aware of, and some tips that, I 

hope, will help guide you through this 

challenging time with your “teenaged” dog. 

 

1.  Bonding with your teenage dog is important 

 

The foundation of your relationship with your 

dog is taking shape and getting stronger. If 

you’ve had your 

adolescent dog since 

puppyhood, time has 

been on your side. 

You’ve had several 

months to get to know 

each other and to build 

a bond. That’s a very 

good thing. It’s always 

much easier to forgive 

and to exercise patience 

with someone (or a dog) 

we care deeply about. 

So while puppyhood 

antics may have pushed 

your buttons and left you 

scrambling for a 

moment’s peace for 

several weeks in a row, 

adolescent shenanigans can be surprisingly 

easier to tolerate, thanks to that bond. 

 

You’ll still need to draw deeply from the 

patience pool during this time, but by now your 

dog will have improved in other departments: 

He’ll know some basic cues thanks to your 

training; he’ll be housetrained; and his needs 

won’t always require an immediate response 

on your part, like when he was a young pup. 

 

2. Teething is almost done! 

 

Most of the really difficult teething phase 

occurs before adolescence, and while it 

doesn’t really wrap up until about seven to nine 

months old (on average), it’s not nearly as 

   Training Tips — 2 

Adolescent dogs—Six  facts to know 
 

By Nancy Tucker 

This article is reproduced from the Whole Dog Journal, March 2018. Nancy Tucker, CPDT-KA, is a 

full-time trainer, behaviour consultant, and seminar presenter in Quebec, Canada.  

What to expect during your dog’s adolescence - that time after puppyhood otherwise known as 

the teenage years! 
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dramatic as the earlier stages. Some dogs 

remain power chewers throughout their adult 

life, however, and it’s important to evaluate 

and adjust the types of chew toys you’re giving 

your adolescent dog. 

 

What was suitable for a five-month-old puppy 

might no longer represent a safe option for your 

dog’s newer and more powerful jaw. For 

example, if it used to take him an hour to work 

his way through a bully stick several weeks ago, 

it might now only last him 10 minutes and he 

should be watched closely. Or he may now be 

able to chew off chunks of a chew stick that 

previously he could barely dent. 

 

3. Adolescent dogs have different sleeping 

schedules 

 

Remember when your puppy used to spend 

more time asleep than awake? Yes, well. Those 

days are gone. Your adolescent dog now 

seems to have access to an endless supply of 

energy! If you arm yourself with lots of short, fun 

training sessions and brain games, you’ll fare 

much better than if you rely solely on physical 

exercise to tire out your young dog. Besides, 

you’ll want to avoid any serious physical 

activity that involves sudden stops and turns, or 

jumps and bounces. Your dog’s skeletal 

structure isn’t quite done taking shape yet, and 

you’ll want to protect his joints until at least 12-

18 months of age, depending on his size. 

(Speak to your vet for advice about this.) 

 

Back to sleeping: Your teen dog will very likely 

experience some disruptions in his nighttime 

sleeping pattern, which means you’ll also 

experience a few sleepless nights. He might 

snooze the entire evening away, and just when 

you’re ready to call it a night at 11 pm, he’s 

suddenly wide awake and ready to party! 

There’s little you can do to convince him to 

settle down. Don’t worry. These episodes will 

come and go, and all that’s needed is a little 

bit (okay, a lot) of patience and time. 

 

4. Socializing your adolescent dog is important! 

 

Socialization needs to continue. You’ve done a 

wonderful job socializing your pup during the 

sensitive socialization period (before 12-16 

weeks of age), but it shouldn’t stop now that 

your dog is a teenager. Even if you’ve just 

adopted an adolescent dog and his 

socialization history is unknown, it’s important to 

continue to carefully expose your dog to 

different places, people, other dogs, and 

different situations (like riding in the car) while 

associating these events with something 

positive. 

 

You might notice that your dog may quite 

suddenly appear wary or even fearful of things 

or situations that he previously had no issue 

with. This is normal. These moments will come 

and go several times during adolescence and 

may last anywhere from a couple of days to a 

few weeks. He may give a scary fire hydrant a 

very wide berth during your walk, or he might 

decide that new people or dogs (or trees, or 

shadows) should be barked at. 

 

Don’t worry. Handle these moments with calm 

and patience, and understand that your dog 

isn’t always able to control his emotions during 

these phases. Don’t push or force him to 

“confront his fear,” and don’t scold him for 

what may look like rude behavior. Give him 

time to process whatever spooked him. If he 

wants to turn away and avoid the scary thing, 

that’s fine. If he barks at it, that’s fine, too. 

Often, just crouching next to him and talking 

with a gentle voice is enough to calm the 

barking. 

 

Some people “lay low” when they notice their 

dog is experiencing a fearful phase, opting to 

avoid situations that cause their dog stress, like 

busy streets or large crowds (such as a fair or a 

dog sporting event). When their dog shows 

signs he’s feeling more confident, activities 

resume as normal. 

 

5. Adolescent dogs become more interested in 

going for walks 

 

Many young puppies balk at wandering too far 

away from the safety of home. They’ll take a 

few steps on-leash and then will suddenly slam 

on the brakes and stand still like a statue. 

Nature designs them this way, for good reason. 

Adolescence serves to create just the opposite: 

A biological urge to wander further from the 

nest and to explore new places. You’ll notice 

your adolescent dog also has more stamina to 

keep up with you during daily walks, and that 

he enjoys investigating the various scents. 

 

Adventures with your dog now become a lot 

more fun. Resist the urge to let him off-leash, 

unless you’re in a safely fenced area. 

Remember that he’s genetically predisposed to 

explore! His recall isn’t nearly as reliable as it 

was when he was a puppy (very normal), so 

don’t count on how good he was just a few 

weeks ago. Use a long leash if you want to give 

him more freedom. Keep practicing calling him 
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back to you and reward him with a very yummy treat every time he comes. You’ll want to 

maintain this high rate of reinforcement until he’s an adult. 

 

Speaking of unreliable cues… 

 

6. Your dog's training might seem to come and go 

 

Remember how proud you were of your puppy’s training results? How quickly he learned to sit, to 

lie down, to come, to leave it, to drop it, etc.? Where did all of those skills go? If it seems as though 

your dog has forgotten all of his training, don’t worry – he hasn’t. The information is still there, 

floating around in that rapidly developing brain of his. He’s just having a bit of trouble accessing 

all that knowledge right now. This too will return to normal when he’s done with the teenage 

phase. Keep teaching, keep rewarding, and keep breathing. All of your efforts will pay off later. 

Behind the scenes at the Club 

Clockwise from above 

Spring cleaning the workshop 

Installing additional floodlights  

Wet weather visitors 

 

(Photos: Anne Robertson and Lesley Pothan) 
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President’s Report 
By Lesley Pothan 

It has been a good year for the Club: lots happened, much was achieved, loads of training, 

many new members, heaps of challenges, and to round it all off some fabulous celebrations! 

 

Our Club, the first dog training club in Canberra, was founded in April 1958 for the purpose of “(a) 

the breeding and training of companion dogs and to make the handling of trained dogs popular 

and (b) the promotion of sporting activities in connection with dog trials and training”.  Although 

much has changed since those early days the purpose of the Club remains relevant today.  

 

This year the Club celebrates 60 years of dog training and dog sports in the Canberra community. 

What an amazing achievement for a club run by volunteers! 

 

So, this year we have taken time out to celebrate and recognise the work of all those past and 

present volunteers involved in establishing and developing the Club to what it has become 

today. A lot of activity has centred around preparing for and celebrating this huge milestone with 

Club members. A number of activities were decided upon including each dog sport organising a 

trial or competition in honour of the anniversary, an Open Day and an Anniversary Dinner. In 

recognition of the Club’s 60th anniversary, 200 commemorative lapel pins (some with a clasp 

fitting) were made by a local business and presented to instructors, participants of 60th 

anniversary trials and honorary members. As well, we ordered commemorative clothing featuring 

the Club’s 60th anniversary logo and a special Year of the Dog design.  

 

On Sunday 10 December we held our Annual Awards and Christmas party with many members 

and their families celebrating the festive season, acknowledging the contribution of instructors, 

and applauding the individual sporting achievements of fellow members. The weather was ideal 

Annual General Meeting 

The Year in Review 
2017-18 

ACT Companion Dog Club Inc 

The Club held its Annual General Meeting on Monday 20 August. Twenty four members attended 

with fifteen apologies. Reports tabled at the meeting are provided below. The full financial 

statement for the year ended 30 June 2018 is available on request from the Club's office. 
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and everyone enjoyed the night. Particular 

thanks go to Anne Robertson for her 

organisation and co-ordination of the awards. 

 

On Sunday 15 April the Club held its Open Day 

to officially and publicly celebrate the 60th 

anniversary of the Club. Despite the 

unseasonally cold weather on the day we had 

a very good turnout and lots of interest from 

members and the public making it a very 

successful day. There were several stalls, face 

painting, demonstrations and come & try 

sessions of dog sports – Obedience, Rally O, 

Flyball, Agility, DWD and K9 Disc – as well as 

games for people to play with their dogs. A 

party isn’t complete without a birthday cake 

and June Rowe, one of our Honorary Life 

members had the task of cutting the cake.  

June joined the Club in 1968 - so this year is her 

50th anniversary with the Club. The cake –

made and decorated by Club member Jenny 

Stirzaker – was 

delicious and 

disappeared very 

quickly. 

Commemorative 

photos and aerial 

photos were taken 

on the day. 

 

We held the Club’s 

60th anniversary 

dinner on Saturday 

21 July  which was 

attended by 

instructors from all 

disciplines and life 

members. Guests 

enjoyed a buffet dinner, quizzes and lucky door 

prizes. It was an enjoyable evening and 

everyone appreciated the opportunity to 

come together to celebrate and catch-up with 

their fellow CDC members. 

 

Managing a club as large as ours takes a lot of 

work by a small number of very dedicated 

people and I would like to take this opportunity 

to thank them. Firstly, the Main Committee for 

their continued support and hard work in 

managing the multiple facets of the Club – 

Anne Robertson, Hilarie Kemp, Heather 

McPherson, Linda Spinaze, Katrina Morton, 

Rachel McKeever, Rhonda Cameron, Jeanette 

Johnson, Jane Richardson, Justin Allen and 

Sharon Haines – as well as Rowan McKeever 

and Hannah Ridler for their support and time 

while on the Committee during this year.  

 

A special thank you to Marika Muller who 

manages the office communications, 

memberships and a myriad of other tasks that 

ensures the office runs like clockwork. Thanks 

also to Connor Bailey for his help in the shop on 

Thursday evenings, Sunday mornings and on 

trial days providing those much needed cups 

of coffee. 

 

I would also like to thank those members on the 

various Sub-Committees who generously give 

their time and support to the Club by 

organising and managing the Club’s dog 

sports. Special mention also goes to Karen 

Haines for managing the Club’s library. 

 

Over the year the Club has provided at least 32 

Behaviour Training classes each term as well as 

weekly classes in Agility, Flyball, Dances with 

Dogs, Obedience Trialling, Rally-O, K9 Disc and, 

over the winter months, Tracking. It takes a lot 

of time and energy to prepare and deliver 

these activities 

and thankfully our 

very talented and 

dedicated group 

of instructors have 

been able to do 

this in a 

professional and 

supportive 

manner. In 

addition to 

running these 

classes the Club 

has hosted a 

number of very 

successful 

Obedience trials, 

Rally-O trials, Agility trials, Flyball competitions, 

K9 Disc competitions and Dances with Dogs 

competitions. Again the same instructors have 

organised and run these trials and competitions 

as well as taking classes. Thank you to all our 

instructors for their passion, time and energy. 

 

For some years now the biggest challenge to 

the Club has been – and remains – attracting 

and retaining  instructors to deliver basic 

obedience (now behavioural training) classes. 

Each term we limit the intake of new members 

and offer only 12 Foundation classes with eight 

members in each. We also offer approximately 

20 higher level classes for continuing members 

each term. However, there is no wriggle room 

in these numbers and the same instructors are 

backing up to instruct every term – often taking 

multiple classes a week. All of the Club’s 

instructors are volunteers and this level of 

contribution is not sustainable. Although several 
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newly-qualified  instructors will be available to 

instruct in Term 4, instructing resources remains 

a major challenge for the Club and the Main 

Committee, Sub-Committees and members will 

need to be involved in addressing this 

challenge in new financial year. 

 

It is simply a matter of supply and demand. The 

demand for the Club’s  behaviour training 

classes is very high and we could easily fill four 

more classes each term. Classes are booked 

out a month before the term starts and we are 

enrolling new members in classes for the 

following term before the next one has even 

started. Unfortunately, we can only run classes 

based on the number of available instructors – 

and current instructors are so stretched across 

all levels that we are facing the real prospect 

of further reducing the number of Foundation 

classes offered and cutting back on the higher 

level classes. This will affect the Club’s financial 

viability. 

 

The Club’s main source of revenue derives from 

new members enrolling in its behaviour training 

classes each term. This has always been the 

case for the Club. Our focus for the coming 

year must be to examine our ability to continue 

providing these classes as well as increasing 

revenue.  

 

Behaviour Training 
By Anne Robertson (Convenor)  
 

The Club’s ‘new’ training program, introduced 

at the beginning of 2017, has now been in 

place for six terms. The program aims to give 

new members the knowledge and skills to 

teach their dogs family-friendly behaviours so 

that they become good companions at home 

and in the community. There are four levels in 

the new program – Foundation, Consolidation, 

Graduation and Companion – and as 

members continue their training beyond the 

first two levels they are progressively introduced 

to training techniques and activities to help 

them transition to the various dog sports 

provided by the Club. 

 

The Club is continuing to enrol approximately 

100 new members in the Behaviour Training 

program each term, and the Sub-Committee 

has maintained a cap on 8 handlers/dogs per 

class at the Foundation level (and as far as 

possible at the Consolidation level) to provide a 

better class experience for members, dogs and 

instructors alike. At the Graduation and 

Companion levels the ratio of class members to 

instructors is higher than we would like at 

present due to the lack of available instructors. 

Demand for the Club’s training program 

continues to remain very high and the Club has 

a waiting list each term for new members 

wanting to start classes with their dogs.  

 

The Sub-Committee is continuing to monitor 

and evaluate the new program to assess the 

need for improvements. Data has been 

gathered on participation, promotion and 

retention rates across all levels and members 

Families attending a Foundation class 

Companion class members practising their  

polite greeting etiquette 
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have also had the opportunity to provide 

feedback through assessment processes. On 

average 75% of members are promoted each 

term from Foundation to Consolidation and 

almost 50% are promoted each term from 

Consolidation to Graduation. The number of 

members returning to training at all levels each 

term shows an upward trend over the past 

twelve months with a high of 199 members 

registering for Consolidation, Graduation and 

Companion classes in Term 2, 2018. This is in 

addition to the 100 members commencing 

Foundation classes each term. 

 

During the year several Club instructors with 

formal qualifications in dog behaviour and 

training provided one-on-one support to Club 

members whose dogs were not well-suited to 

group classes or who had behaviour issues that 

could not be adequately addressed in a class 

environment. These consultations were 

provided on a fee-for-service basis resulting in 

modest additional income to the Club. 

 

During the year new permanent signage was 

installed around the grounds to remind 

members about the protocols for using the 

Club’s off-lead areas, including before and 

after training classes.   

Instructors’ panel 

 

The number of instructors available to take 

classes fluctuates from term to term and year 

to year and, as noted above, this continues to 

present challenges for the delivery of classes. A 

big, big thank you to the thirty five instructors 

who delivered Behaviour Training classes over 

the past year with many taking multiple classes 

per week as well as backing up from one term 

to the next to meet demand. The contribution 

of these instructors – and their ongoing 

assistance with the evolution of the program – 

cannot be overstated.   

 

Twelve instructors who delivered training 

classes in 2016-17 did not contribute to the 

delivery of classes in 2017-18. This includes two 

instructors who formally resigned, one instructor 

who relocated interstate, three honorary 

instructors and one life member who stepped 

down from active involvement, and five other 

instructors who did not make themselves 

available. 

 

The Sub-Committee conducted a course to 

develop new instructors for the Behaviour 

Training program in the first half of 2018 with ten 

Club members participating. Course 

participants are currently completing their 

practical training and are expected to instruct 

classes in their own right from Term 4 this year.  

 

The Club can only continue to offer classes if 

members step forward to train as volunteer 

instructors to supplement the Club’s existing 

panel. The Sub-Committee will be canvassing 

members in Graduation and Companion 

classes between now and the end of the year 

to encourage their participation in the next 

instructors course commencing in February 

2019. 

 

Instructor development 

 

The Sub-Committee conducted a further 

workshop for instructors in October 2017 to 

support the new training program and hosted 

an end-of-year get-together in November 2017 

to enable instructors to share their views about 

the new program. Two Bulletins were also 

circulated to instructors across all disciplines 

during the year to keep them up-to-date with 

program developments, work health and 

safety issues, changes to the instructors’ panel, 

educational opportunities, additions to the 

library and other matters relevant to Club 

officials. 
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Several instructors also participated in external 

professional development activities during the 

year including vocational studies (Certificate IV 

in Companion Animal Services) and 

attendance at the Association of Pet Dog 

Trainers conference in Adelaide (October) and 

the Making Dogs Happy symposium in Sydney 

and Canberra (June). 

 

In closing, I wish to thank the members of the 

Sub-Committee for their contribution to the 

development and management of the Club’s 

training activities and conduct of the 

instructors’ course during the year: Kath Hallam, 

Hilarie Kemp, Jess McNamara-Rice, Lesley 

Pothan and Leanne Smith. And an honourable 

mention to Kerry Deans for her contribution to 

the instructors’ course and to all the Foundation 

and Consolidation instructors who are 

mentoring the current crop of trainees. 

 

Obedience and Rally Obedience  
By Jeanette Johnson (Convenor) 
 

During the year the Obedience Trialling & Rally 

Obedience  Sub-Committee has continued to 

provide Club members with a wonderful follow 

on from Behaviour Training. With classes on 

Wednesday and Sunday mornings in addition 

to chilly Thursday nights, both disciplines have 

continued to thrive; in fact our Term 3 numbers 

(2018) are bigger than ever. Of course, classes 

could not continue without our wonderful 

volunteer instructors who so generously give 

their time and endless encouragement. 

Through their efforts we have had a number of 

handlers achieve qualifications and titles with 

their dogs. In addition to our instructors, we 

could not function without a strong Sub-

committee, most of whom wear instructor’s 

hats in this—and other—sports and are of 

service to the wider dog sport community. 

Our many trials this year have been a great 

success and plans are well in hand for 2019. Of 

course we cannot run them without the support 

of the Sub-Committee and our stewards who 

volunteer their time to ensure that the trials run 

smoothly. We encourage anyone 

contemplating competing in trials to come and 

try stewarding. It gives a terrific insight into the 

sports and you just might catch the bug! 

 

Thanks are due to Sub-Committee members 

Cath Perry, Laraine Frawley, Judith Barlow, 

Geoff and Patricia Woodman, Lara Sedgmen, 

Belinda Mitchell, Carmen Kong, Wendy 

Hathaway and Sue Howie. 

 

Agility 
By Linda Spinaze (Convenor) 
 

The Agility Sub-Committee and instructors have 

enjoyed another busy year at CDC. We 

continue to run 5-6 classes per week, and have 

also continued to run 5 x 8-week sessions per 

year, which gives us a bit of flexibility regarding 

intakes and instructor requirements. We have 

about 65 handlers on our class lists, with 21 

instructors, some of whom take multiple classes 

during the year. 

 

Our trial calendar provided our members with 

many trialling opportunities, with four ribbon 

trials, two 2-day trials (Easter and June),  a 

single day trial and a summer evening trial. In 

addition, we helped run two trials for clubs that 

hire our grounds for their events.  

 

Our two-day Easter trial was the first of the 

events to celebrate the Club’s 60th 

anniversary. All handlers at the trial were 

offered commemorative badges to mark the 

occasion.  

 

The agility community also assisted at the 

Club’s Open Day, providing demonstrations of 

agility and ‘come-and-try’ activities for our 

general membership.  Despite the weather, it 

was a great day of meeting and greeting old 

and new friends. 

 

Some of the notable activities/decisions during 

this year have been: 

• Establishment of a Focus Class, run by 

Jess McNamara-Rice, to assist handlers to 

train their dogs with graded distraction by 

other dogs. 

• A weekend seminar in October 2017 with 

Maria Thiry who provided us with 

excellent and friendly instruction on 

Above: Judge Jake Blight conducts the ‘Stand for 

exam’ as part of the Novice class at the November 

2017  Obedience Trial (Photo: Lara Sedgmen) 
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handling skills. 

• Renewal of CDC’s involvement with the 

Auslink competition. Thanks to Pamela 

Hunt for providing the impetus for this. 

• Involvement in the Dogs Extravaganza 

run by Dogs ACT at EPIC. Many of our 

members transported and set up 

equipment, and assisted with the 

organisation of this 2-day trial. 

• Clarification of the Club’s Novice Dog-of-

the-Year award criteria. 

• Purchase of two new tyres and two sets 

of broad jumps which meet the ANKC’s 

revised equipment criteria.  We also 

purchased new tunnel bags which are far 

superior to the old ones and actually 

keep the tunnels in place despite the 

dogs’ faster speeds .levels classes at the 

beginning of 2018, instead of the three 

level system which has been in place for 

the past few years. The reason for the 

change was to accommodate the 

higher numbers of handlers. This change 

involved adjustments to our syllabus 

(thanks Denise) and extra juggling to find 

space on our grounds for the extra class 

and finding an extra instructor per session 

(thanks Therese). 

 

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all the 

instructors who willingly took classes this year.  

Although teaching is a self-rewarding 

experience, it does require commitment, and 

this is greatly appreciated. I’d also like to thank 

those who are upgrading their skills through on-

line and other courses, and are then able to 

pass this knowledge on to their student 

handlers. Thank you all. 

 

Finally, I’d like to express my appreciation of the 

members of the Agility Sub-Committee for their 

enthusiasm and assistance during the year: 

Amanda Delaney (Trial Manager), Denise 

Iglesias (Syllabus and Trials), Therese Smith 

(Intake and Class Manager), Kylie White 

(Equipment Manager), Rachael McKeever and 

Nikki Fallon. 

 

We all look forward to working together to 

provide another successful year of agility fun. 

 

Dances with Dogs  
By Jane Richardson (Committee rep) 
 

The Club’s Dances with Dogs (DWD) group 

have had another fun, productive and 

successful year.  

 

The group has a new DWD Convenor this year, 

Raelene Stewart, with Jane Richardson acting 

as DWD representative on the CDC Main 

Committee. 

 

The group is continuing to meet for weekly 

training sessions on Wednesday evenings (after 

trialling a term on Mondays) with some classes 

in the warmer months at the Club grounds and 

all classes in the winter months at the 

Queanbeyan showground pavilion. 

 

Numbers have remained small but constant 

with enthusiastic and dedicated teams training 

each week under the capable instruction and 

mentoring of Raelene Stewart.  

 

In addition to routine training some DWDers 

attended a DWD Grace and Drama workshop 

on 12 January 2018 at the Belconnen Dog 

Obedience Club (BDOC). There was lots of fun 

and inspiration as participants took on tips from 

a belly dancing instructor and worked out how 

to apply these to DWD routines. 

 

Many DWDers also attended the Hannah 

Catalino Trick Training Workshops on 4-5 June 

2018. Hannah is an accomplished horse and 

dog trainer from Montana, USA and shared a 

wealth of knowledge and inspiration. 

Lucy and ‘Jagger’ demonstrate their agility 

skills at the Club’s Open Day in April  

(Photo: Cathy Vaughan) 
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There were three local DWD competitions this 

financial year. The first, on 22 October 2017, 

was outside at the BDOC grounds in rather 

inclement weather with pooches not as keen 

to “bust a move” in the rain or on damp grass 

as they might otherwise have been. Still there 

were some lovely performances and a few 

passes, with Dianne Sonda-Walton from CDC 

and her Dachshund, Mr Jangles, coming 2nd in 

Freestyle Starters. 

 

The most recent competitions (two back-to-

back competitions morning and afternoon) on 

28 July 2018 were held at the Tuggeranong 

Archery Centre and the CDC competitors did 

exceptionally well. Dianne Walton-Sonda and 

Mr Jangles came 1st in Freestyle Starters 

(morning), gaining their first DWD title; 

newcomer Natasha Sands and Pepsi (Kelpie X 

Lab) gained two passes in Freestyle Starters, 

coming 3rd in the morning competition and 

2nd in the afternoon; Raelene Stewart and 

Paris (French Bulldog) came 1st in Heelwork to 

Music (HTM) Starters in the morning; and Holly 

Reiger and Zephyr (Saluki) gained passes in 

HTM Starters both in the morning and 

afternoon.  

 

The DWDers always welcome the opportunity 

to promote CDC and DWD through public 

demonstrations and this year there have been 

quite a few! CDC combined with BDOC to 

present demonstrations at the Floriade ‘Dog’s 

Day Out’ on 14 October 2017 and this year’s 

Pooch Affair on 16 June 2018 and 

complemented the CDC stand at the 2018 

CAP Expo in March by doing a demonstration 

on the outdoor stage.  

 

The DWDers also helped out at St Michaels and 

All Angels church fete in October 2017, spread 

some smiles at Kangara Waters Aged Care 

Facility in December 2017 and June 2018 and 

helped cheer up the patients and staff of the 

Trauma Unit of the ICU at Canberra Hospital at 

the end of July 2018 with a demonstration and 

some hands on cuddles. 

 

The DWD group was also pleased and proud to 

take part in the fabulous CDC 60th birthday 

celebrations on 15 April, performing two 

demonstrations as part of the party! 

 

The DWDers look forward to dancing through 

2018-19 with our wonderful furry partners and 

fantastic training mates! 

 

Tracking  
By Jake Blight (Co-ordinator) 

 
Tracking is a winter sport and this season has 

seen many new dogs start tracking.  The 

introductory theory night in May was well 

attended and peer training sessions ran on 

Saturdays and Wednesdays through 

Dianne & Mr Jangles, Raelene & Paris, Natasha & Pepsi and Holly & Zephyr celebrate their  

achievements at the July 2018 DWD competition (Photo courtesy Raelene Stewart) 
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winter.  The range of dogs we have had 

tracking this year demonstrates that all dogs 

can track –with everything from a Great Dane 

to a Chihuahua participating in peer training 

sessions.  Most dogs love tracking and although 

it takes a lot of training to take that natural 

ability and turn it into a dog and handler team 

ready to test their skills at a trial the result is very 

rewarding.  Only a tracking handler can 

understand how exciting it is to find a dirty sock 

in the middle of a paddock on a chilly winter 

morning!  

 

We continued to run a tracking email list to 

keep members updated on training 

opportunities and events.  Thanks to Joanne 

Hagan the Canberra Tracking Facebook group 

has also been active this year.   

 

The Club also a held a 60th anniversary 

tracking trial this calendar year.  Many thanks 

to those who made this trial possible including 

our stewards: Jill, Sandra, Lara, John and 

Anne.  Also thanks to Julie for making her 

property available and for convincing two of 

her neighbours to let us use their properties as 

well.  This enabled us to take more entries and 

run the largest tracking trial in the region for 

many years.  With nine qualifications out of 16 

entries the trial was a great success in terms of 

qualifications.  It was also a great success in 

terms of people learning new skills, with several 

stewarding or assistant stewarding for the first 

time (or the first in a long time).  Several local 

dogs also went on to qualify in Sydney trials.  

  

Most of those who were successful in trials this 

year are dogs and handlers who have 

participated in theory and practical training 

sessions run by the Club in the last few 

years.  With so many local handlers now having 

enough experience to be entering trials I am 

hopeful that they will share those skills with 

newer handlers and there will then be enough 

momentum in the sport to see yet more dogs 

trialling next year, and possibly more trials held 

in the future.   

 

K9 Disc 
By Pauline Dikeman's (Convenor) 
 

CDC was the first dog club in the ACT to 

introduce K9 Disc and UpDog Challenge.  It 

kicked-off with a pilot class in the last term of 

2017 with twelve handler and dog teams eager 

to learn the skills required for this new dog sport, 

which was officially introduced to Australia in 

April 2017.  The pilot class focused on disc 

throwing and catching skills, dog fitness and 

the fundamentals of UpDog Challenge games. 

 

In 2018 the Main Committee approved the 

purchase of equipment, jumps and a tunnel, 

and this enabled skills to grow.  The introduction 

of equipment saw the dogs animated and 

engaged to learn the skills required for UpDog 

competition. 

 

CDC held its first UpDog Challenge 

competition, hosted by 4 Paws Sports, on New 

Years Eve 2017.  In attendance were eighteen 

handler/dog teams, competing in four UpDog 

games, with a total of 47 entries.  Six CDC 

handler/dog teams competed.  CDC held its 

60th Anniversary UpDog Challenge 

competition in May 2018 with eight CDC 

handler dog teams competing.  CDC also held 

a Come-and-Try session at the April Open Day 

and three UpDog Challenge Workshops, 

Joanne Hagan and her German Shorthaired Pointer 

‘Caleb’ working their Track 4 at CDC’s 60th Anniversary 

Tracking Trial in July (Photo: Lara Sedgmen) 
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hosted by 4 Paws Sports. 

 

K9 Disc classes continued in Terms 1 and 2 in 

2018 with a core group of 8-10 handler dog 

teams.  Unfortunately, with only one qualified 

K9 Disc instructor at CDC classes were 

suspended for Term 3. The Club is looking at 

ways to support the sport and continue the 

Sunday class in Term 4. 

BDOC are holding regular UpDog Challenge 

competitions in the ACT and any CDC 

members can attend these events. 

 

Thanks to the K9 Disc Sub-Committee and the 

Main Committee for supporting the 

introduction of K9 Disc to the Club.   

 

Dogs as Therapy  
By Lesley Pothan (Co-ordinator) 
 

The Dogs as Therapy program continues to visit 

a number of aged-care residences in 

Canberra each month.  A huge thank you to 

all our wonderful handler and dog teams who 

continue to support the program.   

 

In the last few months we have been 

contacted by Calvary John James Hospital 

about possible visits to their dementia ward. For 

dogs to visit a hospital there are additional 

health requirements. Dogs must be checked for 

particular viruses every three months which 

unfortunately is an expensive test. The hospital 

has worked with Kath McQuarrie to enable a 

trial to proceed. Kath’s visits to John James 

proved popular and Kath is now also visiting 

the Canberra Hospital. 

 

Visiting the elderly and bringing a brief moment 

of joy to them is a very worthwhile activity and 

if you are able to spare a couple of hours each 

month perhaps you would like to join our 

group. We are consistently contacted by other 

residences that would like our teams to visit 

them. If we had more teams we would be able 

to extend our services.  

 

As well, a Canberra school has also been in 

contact with us regarding using some of our 

therapy dogs for a reading program. We are 

working with the school to progress a trial. 

 

Security  
By Heather McPherson (Co-ordinator) 
 

SECOM Security continues to provide 

monitoring and alarm response to the Club and 

it is pleasing to report no major security issues 

this year.  

 

Security is everyone’s business and security of 

the Club’s buildings and grounds is essential. 

Instructors are reminded that if they are the last 

to leave the grounds the floodlights must be 

switched off and the vehicle gates must be 

closed and padlocked. Members are 

reminded to park  on Narrabundah Lane to 

ensure they are not accidently locked in. 

 

Above: Pauline Dikmans’ Border Collie Ky  

demonstrates his K9 Disc retrieving skills at the Open 

Day (Photo: Cathy Vaughan) 
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Promotions  
By Rhonda Cameron (Co-ordinator) 
 

In 2018 the Club has been busy promoting its 

services to the Canberra community at various 

events. Club members attended the Connect 

and Participate (CAP) Expo at the Kingston Bus 

Depot Markets on Saturday, 24 March. Once 

again our DWD group performed to an 

appreciative crowd.  Club members Linda 

Spinaze with ‘Bruni’, Anne Robertson with 

‘Derry’, Lesley Pothan 

with ‘Molly’ and 

Rhonda Cameron 

with ‘Boston’ were 

also instrumental in 

promoting this event 

through various media 

endeavours.  Our 

handlers and dogs 

were used extensively 

for advertisement 

purposes on the ACT 

Government’s 

website, CAP Expo 

posters, ‘Derry’ 

featured in the City 

News and our dogs 

appeared on Win TV 

while promoting the 

official opening. 

 

The promotion of our 

Club’s historic 60th 

Anniversary Open Day 

was popular with 

various media outlets 

picking up our story 

through various media 

forms (ie Canberra Weekly 5 April, City News 5 

April, Canberra Times 15 and 24 April 2018).  An 

online media presence was seen through 

Weekend Notes and Chronicle online.  Icon 

Water kindly donated 200 dog water bottles 

that were distributed throughout the year as 

part of our 60th anniversary celebrations. 

 

On Sunday 15 April the Club held its official 60th 

Anniversary party in conjunction with an Open 

Day. Past and present members, invited guests 

and members of the public were treated to an 

afternoon packed with demonstrations of the 

various dog sports the Club offers, come and 

try, games and wares offered by the market 

stalls. CDC’s  new Secondary Companion drill 

team, led by Barbara Gough, wowed the 

crowd with their synchronized demo of 

heelwork and tricks. Life Member June Rowe 

was given the honour of cutting the 60th 

Anniversary cake kindly made by Jenny 

Stirzaker. Thanks to all who participated in the 

organisation of the event and demonstrations. 

 

CDC attended the opening weekend of the 

Bunnings Warehouse at Majura Park on 

Monday 28 May to conduct a fundraising 

sausage sizzle. Volunteers from several 

disciplines gave up their time to help raise 

money for the Club and promote our services.   

 

A special mention to 

Heather McPherson 

and ‘Pepsey’ for 

supervising the day 

and procuring 

donated food 

products from Coles 

Chisholm and 

Woolworths Erindale. 

 

On Saturday 16 June, 

Club members 

attended and staffed 

a CDC stall at the 

Pooch Affair at Epic. 

Our Club was 

represented on stage 

by our Secondary 

Companion drill team. 

Their performance 

impressed not only 

the Pooch Affair 

onlookers but also the 

organisers of Floriade’s 

Dog Day Out who 

were in attendance.  

So impressed, they will 

be performing again on Sunday 14 October at 

Floriade. The DWD group combined with BDOC 

to once again perform a 30 minute Pooch 

Affair demonstration which was well received 

as well. 

 

Grounds Maintenance 
By Heather McPherson (Co-ordinator) 
 

Through December and January the grounds 

struggled with the heat and dry winds. The Club 

uses bore water to irrigate the grounds. Sadly 

even the bore struggled to keep up a steady 

water supply through the hot summer months.  

Following some rain in February and 

adjustments to the watering system we seem to 

be back on track with the grounds.  

 

However with the prediction of another hot dry 

Above: Minister Rachel Stephen-Smith MLA at the CAP 

Expo media launch with CDC’s ‘Derry’, the Canberra 

College of Piping and Drumming and Canberra Bike 

Polo and ACT Fencing Association showing off what 

they have to offer  

(Photo: www.facebook.com/CAPExpo) 
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summer the grounds are likely to take another 

hit. 

 

Prior to the Open Day the paving area behind 

the clubhouse was lifted and re-laid away from 

trees and tree roots (below). This maintenance 

was important and had been on the list of 

works for some time. The old paving area had 

been identified as a safety hazard.  The new 

area with several paving areas looks great and 

hopefully will get lots of use. 

 

A grounds working bee in April prior to the 

Open Day enabled us to dispose of a number 

of old bench seats that were no longer safe as 

well as fallen trees. Thanks to the small band of 

members who help keep our grounds well 

maintained. 

 

PAWS Shop  
By Katrina Morton (Manager)  
 

2016-2017 has been a fantastic year once 

again at the PAWS Shop.   Thank you to our 

shop assistant Connor Bailey who does a 

fantastic job. It has been a very busy year not 

just during normal training days but also while 

Agility, Rally O and Obedience Trials are being 

held.  I would like to express a big ‘thank you’ 

to our members and triallers for continuing to 

support the shop during the past year.  

 

The suppliers of the Club’s leads, collars, 

harnesses, treats and other shop stock have 

again this year been very helpful with enabling 

us to keep price rises to a minimum.   It also 

enables the Club to offer reduced price for Pigs 

Ears on the last day of term and during trials - 

so, come on down! If there is any stock that you 

would like the Club to carry we will do our best 

to source the best price, or if you feel that there 

is anything that needs to be addressed shop 

wise, please let me know so that I can take the 

necessary action.  I am at the Club on 

Wednesday mornings or you can leave a 

message at the Club Office.  

 

Clubhouse maintenance 
By Katrina Morton (Manager)  
 

We arrange for Rentokil to spray the clubhouse, 

workshop, agility shed, shipping container and 

seating for spiders and other creepy-crawlies 

twice a year and to monitor for rodent 

activities.   

 

I would like to thank Andrew (Enhanced 

Plumbing and Gas), Brendon (BMC Electrical), 

Matthew (Gutter Clean) and the cleaning 

team from Lead who have provided their 

services to the Club to ensure that all our 

maintenance and cleaning has continued to 

be first rate.  

 

The Lead team comprise three to four people 

with a disability and a supervisor. The team 

sweep and mop the clubhouse, clean the 

toilets and empty the litter and dog waste bins 

– an unpleasant job at the best of times. Please 

make their job a bit easier by always putting 

your waste in the liner bag in the bin and 

replacing the lid on the bin. The team always 

have a smile and friendly word for anyone they 

come across while on the premises so if you are 

at the Club on Tuesday mornings please take 

the time to say ‘hi’ and ‘thanks’.  

   

My thanks to the Club’s Office Manager Marika 

Muller for keeping me informed of any issues 

affecting the cleanliness of the clubhouse and 

grounds. If you have any concerns about the 

maintenance of the clubhouse or if you see 

anything out of place, please see me on 

Wednesday mornings or leave a message at 

the office.  

 

Waste Management 
By Anne Robertson (Co-ordinator) 
 

This year marked the first full year of the Club’s 

participation In the ACT Government’s 

ACTSmart Business Recycling Program. During 

our first year under the program the Club has 

reduced its waste to landfill by almost a third 

(from 69% to 52% of its waste stream), increased 

its paper recycling by 4% (from 31% to 35% of its 

waste stream) and redirected more than 6 

cubic metres of mixed materials to recycling 

(13% of its waste stream). This has been 

achieved through the introduction of colour-

coded bins, signage and targeted 

communication to members and visitors.  
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AGM reports … continued

The Club now routinely recycles clean paper, 

cardboard, printer cartridges, batteries, used 

coffee cups, used paper plates, rigid plastics, 

bottles, milk and juice cartons, steel and 

aluminium cans. During the year the Club also 

engaged a local social enterprise to recycle 

the aluminium coffee pods used in the Club’s 

shop. 

 

As foreshadowed in last year’s report, further 

improvements in the Club’s waste 

management practices appeared limited as 

dog waste is the biggest contributor to the 

Club’s landfill stream. While we have been 

unable to reduce the volume of this stream, the 

Club has opted to switch from using 

‘biodegradable’ plastic poo bags to starch-

based poo bags certified under the relevant 

European, United States and Australian 

standards for compostability under commercial 

landfill conditions. This switch has enabled the 

Club to adopt more environmentally-friendly 

materials to hygienically manage dog waste on 

the Club grounds. The Club has also opted to 

use starch-based compostable bin liners in its 

general waste bins (below). 

Although the Club operates on a small scale 

(generating 47 cubic metres of ‘waste’ per 

year) it has demonstrated through some simple 

initiatives that it can adopt a more responsible 

and environmentally-friendly approach to 

waste management. The Committee is keen to 

maintain the Club’s ACTSmart accreditation 

and encourages all members and visitors to ‘do 

the right thing’ by using the Club’s recycling 

facilities. 

 

Magazine 
By Anne Robertson (Editor) 
 

The Club’s Good Companion magazine was 

published four times during the year coinciding 

with each Behaviour Training term. The Club 

has regularly published a ‘magazine’ in some 

form for members since1973 – and with such a 

long run of production the magazine is not only 

an important communication channel for 

members but also a historical record of the 

Club’s development and the evolution of dog 

sports in the local region.  

 

The magazine is produced using MS Publisher 

and is available on the Club’s website as a full-

colour PDF document. It is best viewed online 

using Adobe Acrobat’s PDF viewer.  The 

magazine has averaged 52 pages per issue this 

year. Eight of these pages are identical each 

issue to cater for our rolling intake of new 

members each term (ie About our Club, 

Committees, Club activities, Shop shelf, Training 

times etc). Approximately 250-300 copies of the 

magazine are printed per issue for distribution 

to Club members across all disciplines – 

Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling, Rally-o, 

Agility, Flyball, DWD, K9 Disc and Tracking.  

 

Copies are also available at the public 

promotions that the Club undertakes (eg 

Connect and Participate Expo, A Pooch Affair). 

My thanks to members of the Main Committee 

and Sub-Committees for continuing to provide 

reports and articles about the Club’s activities 

for the magazine. I would also like to thank the 

following contributors for helping to expand the 

magazine’s range of content: Jess McNamara-

Rice, Helen Mosslar and Leanne Smith. Ideas 

and contributions for the magazine are always 

welcome.   

 

We have continued to attract advertising from 

local businesses during the past financial year. 

Please support these businesses and mention 

that you have seen their ads in the magazine. 

Current advertising rates are published in the 

magazine and all enquiries are welcome.  
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    Oh Behave ! 

     By Jess McNamara-Rice 

Rethinking attention-seeking behaviour 
Jess McNamara-Rice is a Delta Society qualified dog trainer, CDC Agility instructor, and owner 

and operator of A.B.C.D.O.G Dog Training. She previously worked for several years as an RSPCA 

behavioural trainer. She is a qualified Greenhounds Assessor and holds a Diploma in Advanced 

Animal Behaviour. In this occasional series, Jess provides advice on common behavioural issues 

using positive reinforcement.  

For as long as I can remember a stigma has 

been attached to attention-seeking 

behaviours. Barking, jumping up, clinginess and 

even humping have been seen as attention-

seeking and something that should be 

discouraged. 

 

Attention-seeking behaviours are signs that the 

dog needs and wants attention. We breed 

highly social dogs, we encourage them to 

engage with us, of course they want attention!  

 

As pet dog owners we 

really need to look at how 

much attention we are 

giving our dogs. Most dogs 

are alone for 

approximately nine hours 

each day while we're at 

work or school. That's a 

long time to not have 

human company. Human 

company is very different 

to canine company, dogs 

who suffer separation 

anxiety will sometimes still 

show symptoms even when 

another dog is with them as 

it is that human company 

they desire. Unfortunately, 

the reality is most of us 

can't afford not to work 

and stay home with our 

dogs. For this reason, when 

we are with them we do 

have to make sure we are 

giving them attention. Phone down, TV off 

attention.  

 

Puppies are often the ‘worst offenders’ of 

attention-seeking behaviours. This is probably 

partially because they haven't had the training 

most adult dogs have, but also because they 

have very high social needs. For at least the first 

two months of their lives they eat, sleep and 

play with their family. When we take them 

home and integrate them into our families is it 

really fair to expect them suddenly to be able 

to cope alone? When I started training there 

was a big push to simply ‘wait out’ a whining 

puppy. However, letting a puppy ‘cry it out’ 

rarely teaches a puppy to self-sooth and may 

more likely cause learnt helplessness.  

 

The arrival of visitors is often a trigger for 

attention-seeking behaviours. There is often a 

history of these behaviours being rewarded at 

this time: visitors will pat the jumping dog or 

owners will shove a treat in the barking dog’s 

mouth. At this time dogs also want attention. 

When a friend or family 

member arrives I'll usually 

give them a hug and greet 

them warmly. My dogs 

want to be included in this.  

 

Wanting attention is 

understandable. This 

doesn't mean that we 

should just accept those 

behaviours. Instead, 

consider teaching ways for 

your dog to ask for 

attention that you find 

acceptable. Sit is the most 

common behaviour but 

you could also consider 

bringing a toy or a ‘chin 

rest’ (Kikopup has great 

video on this – see https://

www.youtube.com/

watch?v=K2lnaerPR5o). 

Some people don’t mind if 

their dog nudges or gently 

paws them. Of course, there will be times that 

you may not be able to give your dog the 

attention they are asking for. A ‘finish’ cue is 

useful in these situations. A finish cue signals the 

end of an interaction. My dog is probably 

disappointed when I give the finish signal, but 

at least they are allowed to ask for attention 

and the attempt for attention is acknowledged 

rather than just ignored. We teach the ‘finish’ 

cue in the Foundation behaviour training class 

at the Club. 

 

Peanut offers a ‘chin rest’  

to seek attention 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2lnaerPR5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2lnaerPR5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2lnaerPR5o
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In August the Club was again re-accredited under the ACT Government’s Actsmart business 

recycling program in recognition of its waste management initiatives.  

 

Please do the right thing and always use the most appropriate bin to dispose of rubbish on the 

club grounds. Unsure? Read the posters on the bins and around the grounds to make the right 

choice. And remember, in the ACT disposable coffee cups can be placed in the mixed recycling 

(yellow-lidded) bins — at the Club and at home. We also recycle all the batteries used for timing 

equipment at the Club’s Agility trials and Flyball competitions. After they are exhausted we send 

them to Battery World in Phillip. 

 

 

Did you know that most drink bottles 

and cans now attract a 10 cent refund 

under the ACT Government’s  

Container Deposit Scheme?  

The Club is collecting refundable  

containers as a fund-raising initiative so 

please put refundable containers in the 

designated bin in the clubhouse. 
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Rethinking attention-seeking behaviour … continued

  

 

“Dogs are emotional  

beings” 

 

Lisa Tenzin-Dolma 
 

Scientific studies have revealed 
that dogs experience a wide 
range of emotions, including 

happiness, sadness, fear, anxiety, 
grief, depression, anger, loneli-
ness, empathy and love, and 

that they process emotions in the 
same areas of the brain as we 

do.  
 

Our dogs are highly influenced 
by our emotional states and re-
spond to these accordingly. Be-
cause of this, it makes sense to 

be aware of what we are feeling 
and to understand how this af-
fects our relationship with our 

dogs. 

I own dogs because I enjoy their company and I want them to enjoy mine. Attention seeking 

should not be seen as a bad thing but rather a sign that your dog enjoys spending time with you. 

Do also remember that what we consider attention seeking may also be a sign of underlying 

issues. Frantic behaviours can be a sign of stress and definitely should not be ignored. Dogs can 

suffer Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) and I have seen many people mislabel these 

behaviours as “oh, he just wants some attention”. If you are not sure if a behaviour is normal 

always speak to a qualified behavioural trainer. There are several qualified and accredited 

behavioural trainers at the Club and several others who run their own businesses in the ACT. Don’t 

know where to find them? Ask at the Club Office for contact details. 

 

Do you have a photo you’d like to  

share with other members through  

The Good Companion? 
 

 Send to: contact@actcdc.org.au 

Left: Rhonda Cameron’s ‘Boston’  

relaxes between Flyball races at the 

recent Sydney Regatta 

 

(Photo: Rhonda Cameron)  
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Flyball at the ACT Companion Dog Club – the early days 

This year we celebrate the ACT Companion Dog Club’s 60th anniversary. As part of the 

celebrations, we are looking back at the origins of the Club and the development of the various 

dog sports that it now offers to members. This information is drawn from the Club’s official history 

compiled by June Rowe in 2002. 

Flyball started in an informal manner at the Club with members, led by Karen Swan, forming a 

team and competing at the Flyball Championships at the Canberra Royal Show which they won 

in 1994.  In 1996 a Flyball Sub-Committee was formed and regular classes were held on Monday 

nights.  Club competitions were held and then in 1997 the Club became affiliated with the 

Australian Flyball Association so that AFA titles could be competed for at AFA-sanctioned Club 

flyball competition events.   

 

The first Flyball Dog (FD) titles were achieved in 1997 by Cathy Alexander’s Jyoti (German 

Shepherd X), Justine Figg’s Charlie (Border Collie), Alison McCann’s Buddy (Border Collie X) and 

Dee Scott’s Isaac (German Shepherd X). 

 

The Flyball Dog of the Year award was established in 1999, donated by Alison McCann. Since 

then the following dogs have been recognised with this award: 

 

1999 Rob Heferen’s Rosca FDCh (Labrador Retriever) 

2000 Amanda Pescud’s Bella FDCh (Border Collie) 

2001 Kylie White’s Beau FDCh (Border Collie) 

2002 Justin Allen’s Morris (Kelpie X) 

2003 Janet Almond’s Mitch (Silky Terrier) 

2004 Rachael Eggins’ Nicolae (Labrador  Retriever) 

2005 Steve Smith’s Toby FMX (Border Collie) 

2006 Clare Ellis’s Jock FMCh (Border Collie) 

2007 Chris Henry’s Lucy (Kelpie X) 

2008 Lesley Pothan’s Dharma (Border Collie X) 

2009 Jacki van Campenhout’s Jasper FM (Border Collie)  

2010 Jess McNamara’s Zac ONYX (Jack Russell Terrier) 

2011 Claire Weekes’ Humphrey FM (Labrador Retriever X) 

2012 Michaela Uren’s Lukah FM (Keeshond X German Shepherd) 

2013 Cathy Vaughan’s Logan FM (Border Collie) 

2014 Jenny Stirzaker’s Jasper FM (Labrador Retriever) 

2015 Jess McNamara’s Peanut FM (Australia Kelpie) 

2016 Rachael Eggins and Damon Muller’s Oberon AFCh (Labrador Retriever) 

2017 Justin Allen’s Garth FDCh (Border Collie) 

 

Putting on public demonstrations at fetes, schools, churches and markets was popular with the 

Club’s early Flyball members.  Memorable displays were held in the intervals at local rugby 

league, basketball and soccer matches.  Members of the Club’s Flyball team  also appeared on 

television on the Midday Show in 1999 and on Harry's Practice in 2000. In the same year the Club’s 

team won the National Australian Flyball Championship in Melbourne. 

Left: The 2000 Championship 

winning team—(left to right) 

Jeanette Copeland, Amanda 

Delaney (nee Pescud), Steve 

Delaney, Rob Taylor and  

Justin Allen 
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 Flyball Feats 

By Rhonda Cameron — Flyball Liaison 

X-Factor has been training hard over the last few months in preparation for the Flyball Nationals. 

This year’s Flyball National race meet was hosted by the Wollongong Wonder Woofs at the Kiama 

Quarry Sports Club from 14th - 16th September. CDC’s X-Factor team comprised Captain Cathy 

Vaughan with Logan & Austin, Pauline Dikmans & Ky, Rhonda Cameron & Boston, Nikki Fallon & 

Mia, and Vanessa March & Pippa. The team was ably supported by Box Loader Jerry Lee and Ball 

Shagger Richard Fallon. A big thank you to Rich who has been assisting at training sessions and 

always has a smile for everyone! A full update on the Nationals will be provided in the next issue 

of The Good Companion in order to give it proper coverage. 

 

In preparation for the Nationals, X-

Factor team members participated 

in several lead-up events. Boston 

and his handlers had a relaxed day 

of racing with the Wollongong 

Wonder Woofs and Crate Escapers 

at the SX Cool Running race meet 

on Saturday 4th August. This meet 

was held at the beautiful Sydney 

Regatta Centre at Penrith.  The 

following weekend, Logan, Ky and 

Mia raced in an Open Team (ie a 

team made up of dogs from more 

than one club) with Taz, Dan and 

Jet. This combination competed as 

the Canberra X-traordinary at the 

Chills in the Hills race meet in 

Sydney on Saturday 11th August. 

After an early morning start and a very long day of racing the team placed 1st in the Open 

Division beating five other teams. Congratulations to the team and many thanks to Rosie 

(Belconnen Bullets) and Suzette (Goulburn Flyball) who helped put the team together.  Another 

CDC pair, Justin Allen with Garth, also competed at this race meet with the Star Paws team. 

Garth (below) ran beautifully as always and has now achieved the distinction of running as a 

consistent low ‘four-second’ dog. 

 

The X-Factor gang will be attending 

several upcoming race meets to 

complete the 2018 race schedule: the 

Boorowa Irish Fling on Sunday 30th 

September hosted by the Tuggeranong 

Dog Training Club, followed by the 

Goulburn Spring Fling on Sunday 7th 

October hosted by the Goulburn Dog 

Training and Kennel Club’s flyball 

enthusiasts. These two race meets will 

provide a relaxed environment for some 

of our new handlers and dogs who will 

make their Flyball racing debuts. We are 

confident that the new dogs will be 

successful and that they will bolster the 

ranks of available competition-ready dogs leading into 2019. 

 

X-Factor will be hosting the Club’s 60th Anniversary Flyball Race Meet on Saturday27th October. 

Everyone is welcome to come along and to cheer and support CDC’s X-Factor team. If you're 

interested in Flyball, come along and see what the sport is all about!  And a gentle reminder – if 

you bring your four-legged companion along for a look, please ensure they are on a lead. It can 

be a mighty exciting atmosphere! 

Logan, Mia and Ky with their booty! 
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  Dances with Dogs 

 By Raelene Stewart — Convenor 

   Dances with Dogs 
The past term of Dancing with Dogs has 

been a whole lot of fun. There have 

been so many different activities ensur-

ing that the human/dog teams, not on-

ly enjoyed themselves, but were able to 

practice dancing in a range of situa-

tions. This led to some very special mo-

ments … 

 

There has been a number of opportuni-

ties to take part in demonstrations. DWD 

is always popular with spectators. After 

freshening up our trick skills, CDC joined 

with Belconnen Dog Obedience Club, 

to toe tap, spin, weave and swirl across 

the floor at Pooch Affair. The pavilion 

was packed with people and other 

dogs and it was great to see the smiles 

on people’s faces as the DWD dogs 

performed some pretty cool routines. 

   

This term we had a couple of very spe-

cial demonstrations at the Kangara Wa-

ters aged care facility, and for the first 

time the Trauma Unit of the ICU at Can-

berra Hospital.  It is such a special thing to 

be able to brighten up the days of staff, pa-

tients and residents.  To see their eyes light up 

as they watch the dogs perform their tricks is 

such a pleasure. It was heart warming to watch 

a very ill lady on a breathing machine smile as 

she gently held Paris’ paw – making a differ-

ence to her day, even if for just a short time. 

These were both very special events for our 

DWD members. To confirm the popularity of the 

DWD demos, and the happiness they brought, 

we have been asked back to both facilities on 

another occasion later in the year. In addition, 

there will be demonstrations at Floriade Dogs 

Day Out (with BDOC) and at St Michaels and 

All Angels church fete over the next couple of 

months. 

 

All the practice came in very handy when the 

CDC DWD teams entered the first ACT compe-

tition for this year, which was held at Tuggera-

nong Archery Centre on 28 July.  The CDC 

competitors did exceptionally well – with the full 

results listed in our AGM report (see page 28).  

Veteran DWDer Holly Rieger and her Saluki Ch 

Grantulla Isfandiyar (Zephyr) ET JC also com-

peted in a Heelwork To Music (HTM) Starters 

competition in Sydney and did a wonderful job 

to earn their title in this event. This is especially 

sweet as the Saluki breed is not known for its 

ease of training.  Congratulations Holly and to 

all competitors who did so well this term.  

 

DWD involves having fun with your dog to mu-

sic. It incorporates different types of heelwork 

(left, right, across the front and back) with tricks 

like spins, weaves, jumps, send-outs, backwards 

moves, bows, begs, roll-overs— whatever your 

imagination can come up with. You and your 

dog learn the moves, choose the music and 

put it all together in a routine. It’s helpful to 

have successfully completed some general 

training before embarking on DWD so you and 

your dog have a strong rapport. The sport is 

suitable for dogs of any type, and allows han-

dlers to develop routines appropriate to the 

age, conformation and natural rhythmic move-

ment of their dogs. What music do you and 

your dog like—blues, swing, rock ‘n roll, pop, 

soul? The DWD group meets for weekly training 

sessions on Wednesday evenings, with some 

classes in the warmer months at the CDC 

grounds and all other classes at the Queanbey-

an showground pavilion.  A bit shy? Come 

along and have a look at a class in progress. 

Above: Holly Rieger and Zephyr gain 2nd place and 

their HTM title (Photo: Mara Herba) 
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“Sometimes you win. Sometimes you learn” 
Silvia Trkman 

 

Failures are just as important as successes. Perhaps 
more so. They give focus to your training, show what 
could still be better and give you an opportunity to 
grow and improve. Perceive every failure as a new 
challenge and every challenge as just another fun 

training opportunity. Things would be way too 
boring if perfect! 

Obedience and Rally-o Trialling 

By Jeanette Johnson — Convenor 

Obedience Skills, Trialling and Rally-O classes are held on Wednesday mornings and Thursday 

evenings (see Class Times on page 55). Dogs must have passed Graduation (Level Three in the 

Behaviour Training program) to participate in these classes unless the handler has previous 

experience in these sports.  

 

We have had a very busy term in Obedience and Rally-O classes with many new members. It has 

been wonderful to see the development in the confidence of new handlers and their dogs. We 

look forward to welcoming new members to our classes in Term 4. 

 

Contact the Club Office on contact@actcdc.org.au if you are interested in joining any of the 

classes and you will be put in touch with the appropriate person to assess your eligibility.  

Utility Dog Excellent – Judge: Mr Charlie Giles (ACT) 

No qualifiers 

Utility Dog – Judge: Mr Terry Griffin (NSW) 

1st 189 points, Victor Grzeszkiewicz’ German Shepherd Dog Uhlmsdorf Taylor Swift UD 

2nd 177 points, M Smyth’s Hungarian Vizsla Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo UD RA 

Companion Dog Excellent – Judge: Mr Ron Probert (NSW) 

1st 190 points, Kay Malone’s Border Collie Jamie CD RAE RM 

Companion Dog – Judge: Mr Ron Probert (NSW) 

No qualifiers 

Community Companion Dog - Judge: Mr Charlie Giles (ACT) 

1st 90 points, Vanessa March’s Border Collie Pippa RA 

2nd 85 points, Natasha Davies’ Griffon Bruxellois Watagriffen Molley 

Results from the Obedience Trial — 1 September 2018  

Rally Advanced Excellent — Kay Malone’s Border Collie Jamie CDX RAE RM 

Rally Master — Kay Malone’s Border Collie Jamie CDX RAE RM 

Companion Dog Excellent — Kay Malone’s Border Collie Jamie CDX RAE RM 

Community Companion Dog — Vanessa March’s Border Collie Pippa CCD RA 

K Hobson & N Leyden’s Border Collie Lifesong Out Of The Abyss CCD  

Jenny O'Connor’s Golden Retriever Goldtreve Sweet Chili Jam CCD RA  

Recent titles 

Left: Jamie celebrates his new titles and his new ‘teef’  

(thanks to his Mum for this photo) 

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
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Dogs ACT Annual General Meeting 
 

Congratulations to Club members Judith Barlow, Kristy Neiberding and Lara Sedgmen who are 

serving on the Dogs ACT Council for 2018-19. 

 

It is great to have people involved in dogs sports on the Council to help guide and promote 

responsible dog ownership; the health, welfare and improvement of purebred dogs; and the 

conduct and expansion of dog sports including obedience trialling, rally-o, agility, dances with 

dogs, tracking and endurance. 

 

Want to know more about Dogs ACT? Go to http://dogsact.org.au/ or follow it on Facebook. 

The Dunbar Awards 

This year marks the 45th anniversary of the Dunbar Awards. 

 

These awards are presented at Dogs ACT’s Annual General Meeting to honour the dual 

achievement of dogs that have succeeded in conformation and obedience competition. Eligibility 

criteria are codified in Dogs ACT’s Regulations (Part 8 – Obedience & Agility, section 8.14), see 

http://dogsact.org.au/about-us/rules-and-regulations/ and applicants must submit their 

applications by 31 July each year. 

 

The three levels of the awards are Bronze for dogs that have gained their Championship and 

Companion Dog (CD) title; Silver for dogs that have gained their Championship and Open (CDX) 

title; and Gold for dogs that have gained their Championship and Utility Dog (UD) title. Samples of 

the awards are in the Club’s trophy cabinet in the clubhouse. 

  

The Awards were introduced in 1973 and are named in honour of Colonel Redvers Dunbar (1900-

1985) – an obedience and tracking judge and conformation judge.  Colonel Dunbar was an 

Honorary Life Member of the Canberra Kennel Association (now Dogs ACT) and the ACT 

Companion Dog Club, where he served as President for ten years (from 1963-1972). The Awards 

are administered by Dogs ACT and  funded by the ACT Companion Dog Club. 

 

This year’s recipients are: 

 

BRONZE MEDALLION 

• Elaine Temby’s Cocker Spaniel Neut Ch Acijay 

Never Lose Hope CD RE ET * 

• Lara Sedgmen’s German Shorthaired Pointer 

Dual Neut Ch (RO) Topnotch Lord CDX RAE RRD 

NFD UG ORA AD JD GD SD SPDX * 

• R & C Schuck’s Samoyed Ch Icemist The Kyrstal 

Moon CD RN 

 

SILVER MEDALLION 

• Anne Walkington’s Labrador Retriever Ch 

Riftintime Bohemian Rhapsody CDX RE NRA * 

• Lara Sedgmen’s German Shorthaired Pointer 

Dual Neut Ch (RO) Topnotch Lord CDX RAE RRD 

NFD UG ORA AD JD GD SD SPDX * 

 

 * CDC Members 

Above: The Bronze Medallion 

http://dogsact.org.au/
http://dogsact.org.au/about-us/rules-and-regulations/
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     Agility Action 

By Linda Spinaze — Convenor 

Hello all CDC agiliteers and potential agiliteers! 

 

Here we are at the beginning of spring, and 

hopefully those freezing nights of training are 

behind us.  The huge kangaroos which are 

taking over the rings have been a bit of a 

challenge over the past few weeks, but 

hopefully they will find greener pastures now 

that we’ve had some rain. However, they have 

made some holes in the agility fences, so 

please watch and prevent your dogs from 

escaping onto the road verge. 

 

Apart from our usual classes there has been 

little trial activity over the winter months. Our 

last trial was in June, followed by the Dog 

Extravaganza in July, both of which were great 

successes.  Thank you to all involved – these 

events take a lot of effort to organize and to co

-ordinate, and then lots of man (woman) 

power on the day.  

 

We conducted an intake at the beginning of 

August, and everyone passed!  Luckily a few 

handlers decided they could wait until October 

to start, which enabled us to have an 

appropriate number in the beginners class.  

Welcome to all of you, and I hope that you 

enjoy the challenge of teaching you and your 

dog all the agility skills needed for success. 

 

Our new tyres which were purchased a few 

months ago have proven to be more fragile 

than we expected, and can be easily twisted 

out-of-shape, which prevents the up/down 

mechanism from working. Please treat them 

with care and consideration when you are 

handling them.  We are still loosing many cups 

out of the jump stands, possibly because they 

are turned sideways or upsidedown when 

being carried. Please carry the stands in an 

upright position, and check for missing cups 

when you put the jumps down. These cost $5 a 

set, so we have to be careful. 

 

Our 3rd Auslink course was run on Sunday 2nd 

September. It was a glorious, sunny, spring day, 

and everyone had a fabulous time running the 

jumping course.  Thanks Pamela for organizing. 

 

During the next few weeks we will have an 

evening trial at the club (on Tuesday 11th), 

followed by a double 2-day trial on the 

weekend of 6th/7th October.  Although this trial 

is run by Dogs ACT, it is held at our club, and 

many of our members assist in running this trial. 

This is a great opportunity for new handlers to 

steward, and also for those who want to see 

what agility really is.  You are more than 

welcome to come and watch. 

 

Our Class Manager, Therese, has recently re-

vamped our intake application form and office 

procedures to avoid handlers missing out on 

being invited to intake. She also expanded the 

email section on the application form, so that 

Now that’s a training location! 
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Results from the Jumping Trial — 15 May 2018  

Results for members only 

 

Open Jumping Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 32 seconds 

1st  Illoura Jet ADM2 JDM GD (Border Collie) Greg Collins 16.97s 

2nd  Pixie AD JD SPD GDX SD (Associate) Denise Stirzaker 20.43s 

3rd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CD NRA JD (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 22.23s 

4th  Brunig ADX JDM JDO ADO GDX SPD SD (Associate) Linda Spinaze 22.30s 

5th  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara 

 Brown 22.63s 

6th  Pepsi (Associate Register) Natasha Sands 23.68s 

7th  Kerodan Wicca Spirit ADX JDX GDX SPD JDO (Border Collie) Mr R & Mrs A White 23.69s 

8th  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 24.18s 

9th  Neberden Perfectionist CCD RN JD (Cocker Spaniel) Miss Nicole Fallon 24.27s 

11th  Ameroo Quiz CD RAE JDX AD GD SD SPD (Sporting Register) Vikki Evans 25.63s 

12th  Neut Ch Landmark Why Why Why Delilah RA ADX JDX GD SD SPD (Cocker Spaniel 

 (American)) Mrs Anne Lewis 25.69s 

Master Jumping Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 35 seconds 

1st  Flatout Burn Away AD JDM JDO SD GD SPD (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 27.34s (500) 

2nd  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara 

 Brown 27.51s (500) 

3rd  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 31.21s 

 (500) 

4th  Neut GrCh Caerhays Glen Hamish CD RAE AD JDX JDO GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) G & 

 Dr P Woodman 33.97s (500) 

1st  Brunig ADX JDM JDO ADO GDX SPD SD (Associate) Linda Spinaze 25.87s (600) 

Excellent Jumping Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 32 sec 

1st  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN ORA JD GD SPDX JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 17.63s 

 (500) 

3rd  Hector AD JD GD SD SPD (Associate Register) Mrs Therese Smith 29.89s (500) 

1st  Moonshadow Golden Archer JD SD (Belgian Shepherd Dog (Tervueren)) Heather Mcginness 

 23.52s (600) 

2nd  El Shamah Arcus RM RAE AD JD SPDX GD SD (Border Collie) Ms Naarilla Hirsch 28.13s (600) 

Novice Jumping Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 32 seconds 

2nd  Alamoana To Sir With Love (Poodle (Miniature)) Kylie Brown 24.45s (300) 

1st  Gadhar Kishar (Border Collie) Ms Naarilla Hirsch 14.72s (500) 

2nd  Jagger (Associate) Lucy Langshaw 15.82s (500) 

Agility action … continued

new handlers can write their email more legibly. Hopefully this will improve communications for 

intake. If you have put your name on the agility list in the office, and you haven’t heard from 

Therese when the next intake occurs (check these dates on the club calendar), please contact 

her or myself to see if there is a problem. Sometimes there are too many applications for the next 

intake, but very rare for anyone to miss 2 intakes unless there has been a mistake in our office 

procedures. 

 

Finally – a training tip.  Are you doing/have done Consolidation? Then you will be familiar with the 

“going-around-a cone” exercise. But did you know that it is the basis for a lot of agility work?  It 

teaches your dog to leave you, perform a task and return to you.  When we put the cones next to 

a jump, the dog can perform the jump, either from the back or the front, depending where the 

cone is placed.  And the handler can perform a front-cross, or rear-cross!  So, if you are keen to 

excel at agility, then practice the “going-around” exercise – around trees, stools, garbage cans, 

power-poles etc!  Have fun! 

 

And, on a final note, our roving reporter, when driving through Switzerland recently, noticed an 

agility course set up, and on closer investigation found out that these handlers were on a full week

-long course improving their agility skills!  How could they concentrate with those views? 

 

So, until next time, happy training. (Photo previous page: Linda Spinaze) 
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Agility action … continued

Results from the Agility Trial — 9 June 2018 

Results for members only 

 

Novice Agility Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 56 seconds 

1st  Beedashie Bumblebee (Miniature Dachshund) Jane Heseltine 41.19s (200) 

1st  Neut Ch Ptolomy Nordic Dancer CCD RAE JDX SPDX GD SD JC (Nova Scotia Duck Tolling 

 Retriever) Maelyn Draper 47.42s (500) 

2nd  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE RM ORA SPD JD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 

 37.04s (600) 

Master Agility Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 64 seconds 

1st  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara 

 Brown 56.32s (500) 

1st  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) 

 Lara Sedgmen 58.11s (600) 

Master Strategic Pairs Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 57 seconds 

1st  AgCh 500 Kerodan Hidden Colours RN ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Border Collie) 

 Miss Sarah Kirkwood 47.72s 

1st  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) 

 Lara Sedgmen 47.72s 

Excellent Strategic Pairs Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 59 seconds 5  

2nd  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 42.17s  

2nd  Melly JD RA AD SPD JDX GD (Associate Register) Ms Maree Livermore 42.17s  

4th  Wiggles RE ADX JDX SPD GD SD (Associate) Mr Graeme Fennamore 50.69s  

4th  Souwestie High Fashion JD AD SPD GD SD (West Highland White Terrier) Simone Pensko 50.69s  

Novice Strategic Pairs Judge: Ms Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT: 69 seconds 6  

3rd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CD NRA AD JD (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 57.88s  

3rd  Jagger (Associate) Lucy Langshaw 57.88s  

5th  Moonshadow Golden Archer JD SD (Belgian Shepherd Dog (Tervueren)) Heather Mcginness 

 58.76s  

5th  Gr Ch Armahani Diamond Davvir (AI) CD RA ADX JDX ET (Finnish Lapphund) C & B Ralphs 

 58.76s  

7th  Chad RN JD (Associate) Dorothy Xu 67.14s  

7th  Ch Caerhays Glen Bronte RE GD JD (Golden Retriever) G & Dr P Woodman 67.14s 

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 40 seconds 

2nd  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDM SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 

 37.17s (500) 

Novice Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 36 seconds 

1st  Beedashie Bumblebee (Miniature Dachshund) Jane Heseltine 27.80s (200) 

1st  Jagger (Associate) Lucy Langshaw 18.25s (500) 

Excellent Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 500: 74 seconds 600: 74 seconds 

2nd  Hector AD JD GD SD SPD (Associate Register) Mrs Therese Smith 57.01s (500) 

1st  El Shamah Arcus RM RAE AD JD SPDX GD SD (Border Collie) Ms Naarilla Hirsch 50.28s (600) 

Master Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 500: 76 seconds  

1st  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDM SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 

 52.77s (500) 

4th  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara 

 Brown 63.35s (500) 

Open Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 70 seconds 

4th  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 39.86s 

5th  Jagger (Associate) Lucy Langshaw 40.10s 

7th  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) 

 Lara Sedgmen 47.97s 

10th  Melly JD RA AD SPD JDX GD (Associate Register) Ms Maree Livermore 51.07s 

15th  Neut Ch Caerhays Glen Keetah CD RAE RM AD JD GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) Mrs C M 

 Perry 58.38s 

16th  Uwish U Were My Material Girl ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDX SPDX RN (Brittany) Ms Fiona Fra

 ser 59.77s 
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Novice Gamblers Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 57 seconds 14  

2nd  Jagger (Associate) Lucy Langshaw 52.90s 48  

3rd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CD NRA AD JD (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 55.77s 

 48  

5th  Albiglen Nicoles Choice JD (West Highland White Terrier) Simone Pensko 56.22s 47  

8th  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE RM ORA SPD JD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 

 54.59s 43  

9th  Saginor Bag O Trix RN JD SD SPD (Schnauzer (Miniature)) Miss Catherine Griffin 54.86s 43  

10th  Pepsi (Associate Register) Natasha Sands 54.90s 43  

11th  Pawsintime My Boy Benson (Schnauzer (Miniature)) Nici Swan 55.22s 43  

12th  Saginor Frank Sinatra RA SPD (Schnauzer (Miniature)) Miss Catherine Griffin 55.41s 40  

Master Gamblers Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 59 seconds 16  

1st  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 53.81s 65  

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 500: 50 seconds 600: 52 seconds 

3rd  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDM SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 

 37.39s (500) 

6th  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara 

 Brown 48.67s (500) 

1st  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) 

 Lara Sedgmen 46.35s (600) 

Excellent Jumping Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 600: 46 seconds 

1st  El Shamah Arcus RM RAE AD JD SPDX GD SD (Border Collie) Ms Naarilla Hirsch 31.80s (600) 

Novice Jumping Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 300: 40 seconds  

1st  Pawsintime My Boy Benson (Schnauzer (Miniature)) Nici Swan 25.52s (300) 

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 42 seconds  

2nd  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 35.52s 

 (400)  

5th  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 28.41s (500) 

7th  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDM SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 

 29.22s (500) 

1st  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) 

 Lara Sedgmen 36.22s (600)  

Excellent Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 40 seconds  

1st  Happylea Upper Class RA JD GD SPD (Chinese Crested Dog) Miss C Kong 30.78s (300 

Novice Jumping Judge: Mr Cam List (NZ) SCT: 40 seconds  

1st  Beedashie Bumblebee (Miniature Dachshund) Jane Heseltine 28.75s (200) 

1st  Pawsintime My Boy Benson (Schnauzer (Miniature)) Nici Swan 25.48s (300) 

1st  Luack Galadriel SPD GD (Australian Kelpie) Jenny Marshall 18.78s (500) 

Novice Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 200: 67seconds 300: 67 seconds 500: 65 

seconds 

1st  Beedashie Bumblebee (Miniature Dachshund) Jane Heseltine 38.76s (200) 

3rd  Happylea Upper Class RA JD GD SPD (Chinese Crested Dog) Miss C Kong 36.61s (300) 

1st  Windeyer Pip GDX JD HNAS HIBS (Border Collie) Maureen Lewis 24.94s (500) 

2nd  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN ORA JD GD SPDX JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 25.01s 

 (500) 

3rd  Pepsi (Associate Register) Natasha Sands 43.95s (500) 

Excellent Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 500: 67 seconds  

3rd  Neut Ch Caerhays Glen Keetah CD RAE RM AD JD GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) Mrs C M 

 Perry 58.59s (500) 

Master Agility Judge: Mr Michael Cowman (QLD) SCT: 500: 73 seconds  

4th  Kerodan Wicca Spirit ADX JDX GDX SPD JDO (Border Collie) Mr R & Mrs A White 66.90s (500) 

Results from the Agility Trial — 10 June 2018 
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Come to Floriade on Sunday 14th October  
 

Once again, Floriade will welcome dogs, big and small, to Commonwealth Park  

on Sunday 14th October to enjoy the flowers, relax at the Pooch Café, dress up and join  in on the 

Superhero Best Dressed competition, grab a photo at the Superhero Photobooth and Breed 

Group Photo area and watch the performances on stage. 
 

The Club’s Secondary Companion Drill Team – led by Barbara Gough – will be a feature of the 

Dogs’ Day Out program, performing at 12 noon and at 1.00pm. The full program appears below: 

• 10.30-11.00am   Dog High Bar Jump Demonstration 

• 11.00-11.30am  Animal Rescue Groups Meet and Greet 

• 11.30am-12.00pm Kong Have Solutions Too Presentation 

• 12.00-12.30pm  Having Fun With Your Dog Demonstration (by CDC members) 

• 12.30-1.00pm  Dancing With Dogs Demonstration 

• 1.00-1.30pm  Synchronised Obedience Demonstration (by CDC members) 

• 1.30-2.15pm  Best Dressed Superhero Dog & Owner Competition 

• 2.1502.45pm  Flyball Demonstration 

• 2.45-3.15pm  Creative Grooming Showcase 

• 3.15-5.30pm  UpDog K9 Disc Demonstration 

Barbara Gough (left) puts the Drill Team through their paces in 

preparation for Floriade 

Photos below:  

Anne Robertson and Barbara Gough 
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               Term Two Results 
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FOUNDATION TO CONSOLIDATION 

 

Alex Marques & Isla 

Alyse Hong & Walter 

Amanda Lyons & Shadow 

Amy Colebatch & Lucky 

Amy Hughes & Ruby 

Andrew Coogan & Max 

Annabelle Barker & Baxter 

Annika Renner & Aria 

Ben Wright & Harvey 

Betsy Foskett & Jace 

Bruce Chapman/Linda Harper & Peter 

Catherine Rowe & Wilbur 

Cathy Vaughan & Ember 

Christian Stricker & Misha 

Christine Joannides & Stuart 

Debbie Ross & Bentley 

Deborah Denehy & Tulip 

Dominik Brucic & Bella 

Donna Griffin & Bonnie 

Edwina Woods & Archie 

Elizabeth Stone-Tolcher & Teddy 

Emma Easton & Ace 

Emmanuel Lavieuville & Nougat 

Fiona Wilkinson /Mark Stocks & Bonnie 

Gabrielle Rogan & Kelsie 

Holly Rieger & Ruka 

Irene Ruffy & Flossy 

Jan & George Theodosiou & Moet Chandon 

Jane Douglas & Mia 

Jayne Armstrong & Coco Chanel 

Jennifer Jackett & Inka 

Joanna/Luke Martin & Bailey 

Kaitlin Van Den Engel & Frankie 

Kathy Moffatt & Tim Tam 

Kay Selmes & Bella Kwispel 

Kellie Yarrow & Jenson 

Kieran White & Alfalfa 

Kiriley Johnston & Herbie 

Listya Elliott & Truffles 

Maria Bartu & Shadow 

Mary Brucic & Max 

Matt Lyons & Ruby 

Megan & Stuart Clark & Daisy 

Natalie Stone & Archie 

Nathan/Caitlin Thompson & Willow 

Neil Ladbrook & Darcy 

Olivia Lloyd & Chester 

Pam Lafferty & Jake 

Peta Jeffery & Edie 

Peter Morrell & Tadley 

Robert Nelson & Toby 

Roger Quarterman & Bella 

Rosemary Spry & Mabel 

Ruth Tristram & Anneke 

Samantha McGilvray & Ollie 

Shannon Read & Jack 

Smitha Louis & Jett 

Stefanie Schulte & Debbie 

Stephanie Selmes & Gracie 

Susana & Caleb Lloyd & Chilli 

Taylor Ward & Betty Lou 

Tegan Clarkson & Ghost 

Tess Rooney & Pumba 

Tierre Paine & Saffie 

Tony Bernardi & Yoshi 

Vanessa March & Charlie 

Yvonne Luxford & Brando 

 

CONSOLIDATION TO GRADUATION 

 

Ailsa McManus & Melody 

Alison Aust & Scooby 

Alison England & Ruby 

Anna/Leif Godman & Fletcher 

Beini Huang & Lola 

Belinda O'Leary & Billie 

Ben/Sarah & William Wright & Buddy 

Caroline /Roger Walker & Xena 

Catriona Anderson & Lilly 

Chris DeKort & Dotti 

Chris Klootwijk & Strummer/MC Mauk 

Cliff Day & Harvey 

David Boucault & Zara 

David Perkins & Myffy 

David Weiss & Toby 

Davina Harris & Wisha 

Donna Cameron & Mischka 

Donna Cameron & Ruski 

Doreen Huynh & Cinta 

Elizabeth Bie & Wally 

Erin/Ross Stevens & Oswald 

Fiona Chaloner & Poppy 

Fran Johnson & Skadi 

Geoff De Zylva & Toffee 

Jane Vickers & Penny 

Jessica McNamara-Rice & Peanut 

Jo Anne Pulko & Nelly 

Jonathan Lyall & Tia 

Joy McCann & Jedda 

Judy Dalla & Pepi 

Kath Hallam & Pablo 

Kevin Keegan & Munro 

Khiani Klaus & Kaidan 

Kim Dawson & Sarbi 

Kimberley Castles & Rupert 

Kristy Neilbercling & Sailor 

Lindsay/Derek Barrett & Lily 

Maryam/Stephen Howe & Juju 

Melanie Grimmer & Alfie 

Nicole McDougall & Blondie 

Oscar Ruiz & Asha 

Pat/Adolf Fickler & Maya 

Rikkie/Michael Klootwijk & Ned 

Roger Neilson & Charlie 

Rowena/Andrew Sobey & Louie 

Russell/Marie-Louise Ayres & Luna 

Note: Please notify the Office if you have been promoted and your name does not appear below so 

that we can acknowledge your success in the next issue. 

Results  are based on available documentation. 



Term Two results … continued
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Sally Kastel & Alfie 

Sarah Coleman & Rico 

Sharon Haines & Amber 

Siobhan/Joshua Clifford & Mars 

Stuart Barrow & Hero 

Tracey Hatchman & Tammy 

 

GRADUATION TO COMPANION 

 

Amanda McLeod & Nero 

Andrea McCuaig & Lucy 

Anthony/Maryangela Carr & Bambsy 

Ben /Jennifer Rahilly & Spot 

Daniel/Tess Rooney & Nala 

Ellie Croft & Archie 

Emma Boynes & Nalla 

Helen Patrech & Skipper 

Imogen Firmstone & Luna 

Jakub Dreher & Lalka 

Jamie Gale & Roxy 

Jess Groves & George 

Julie Cardew & Phoebe 

Kahlea McGeechan & Mazzy 

Kaitlyn Bradey & Django 

Kerry Browning/John Kerwan & Hugo 

Lucy Langshaw & Mac 

Natalie Moore / Drew Meads & Boston 

Paul Welsh & Bertie 

Rachel McKeever & Pilot 

Ralph/Angela Frank & Brig 

Rupert Winkler & Rudy 

Sarah Musto & Bryn 

Stephen Robinson & Cypher 

Tom/Teagan Gaukroger & Koda 

Wendy Lorenz & Yuki 

 

COMPANION I TO COMPANION II 

 

Di Adams & Ernie 

Don Hamer & Dave 

Jacqueline Gee & Rocket 

Jeff Kingwell & Bear 

Julie Whitmore & Bea 

Margaret/Neal Prescott & Coco 

Oliver Caddick & Ali 

Sally Nott & Murphy 

Suanne Hackett & Coco 

Vicki Lathbury & Charlie 

Wendy Stewart & Darcy 

 

Compostable poo bags  
 

Do you take extra poo bags from the dispensers around the 

Club grounds so that you have a ready supply at home? 

 

 

 

 

If you like the bags and want to use them  

elsewhere, please purchase bulk suppliers from the 

PAWS Shop.  

Packs of 50 cost $5.00.  

This will help the Club cover its costs.  

Thank you for your co-operation. 

+ = 



News from the Paws Shop 

By Katrina Morton — Shop Manager 

OPENING TIMES 

Wednesday 10:00am - 12 noon 

Thursday               6.30 -  9.15pm 

Sunday          9:15am  - 12 noon 
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NOW IN STOCK — PUPPINGTON PODS 
 

For everyday fun and sports training  

Awesome stimulating, reward-based toys that will keep your dog in the game ! 

Perfect for training and interactive play.  

They are fantastic at helping to build motivation and drive in game and food loving dogs. 

Watch the videos at https://youtu.be/FNQp3tfJMTU and https://youtu.be/ZhA0Ug7Mksk  

Small—$12.50       Regular—$14,00  

Note: These toys MUST be used under supervision. 

More sizes in stock 

 

FREEDOM 

NO-PULL 

HARNESSES 

Need more control than a Sense-ible or Sense-ation Harness offers? 

We have combined back and front-attach Freedom No-Pull Harnesses 

in Small, Medium, Large and X-Large sizes that may suit your needs. 

Yes, you will still need to train your dog to walk nicely on lead …  

but this equipment will help give you peace–of–mind while you do.  

Interested? Ask for a custom-fitting at the Paws Shop. 

https://youtu.be/FNQp3tfJMT
https://youtu.be/ZhA0Ug7Mksk


See page 53 for a complete list of 

training aids (including food rewards) 

available from the Club’s shop  

 
Food rewards are one of the most important 

aids you can use to train your dog.  It is 

essential to choose treats that your dog really 

likes.  The Club shop sells a variety of oven-dried 

treats including Beef Liver Treats in 150 gram 

bags, Beef and Chicken Meat Balls in 250 gram 

bags, Sweet Potato Strips in 120gram bags, Pigs 

Ears (individually and in bags of 10) and Pigs 

Ear Strips in bags of 12 (suitable for smaller dogs 

and puppies as a chew treat).  If you forget to 

bring your treats to class the shop can provide 

frozen fresh meat and cheese which we will 

defrost in the microwave ready for use.   

  

Use the treats to reward the behaviour that you 

want - and provide a variety to keep your dog 

guessing. And if you want to make your own 

treats have a look at Tipsy’s Famous Recipe 

Corner in previous issues of the magazine 

(available on our website at 

www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-

companion.html. 

  

Of course we have lots of refreshments for  

two-legged Club members as well - barista 

coffee, milk shakes, hot chocolate (with 

marshmallows), homemade cake, toasted 

sandwiches, pies, pasties, sausage rolls and 

much more. We strive to keep our prices below 

retail prices and any proceeds go towards the 

maintenance of the Club. 

 

Come into the Clubhouse and see Katrina and 

Connor for friendly service! And if you have 

ideas for other products the Shop should stock, 

come and have a chat! 
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News from the Paws Shop … continued

STILL IN STOCK 

FORAGE MATS AND TUG TOYS 

 

Forage Mats - Specially for puppies - sprinkle 

some dry kibble in a mat and watch them use 

all their senses to find the food. Great physical 

and mental exercise just $25.00.  For the Flyball 

enthusiast - or just for fun - the PAWS Shoppe 

has a new-style 90cm Tug Toy for $15.00.  The 

Forage Mats and Tug Toys are locally made so 

please ask at the shop if you would like one 

made in your favourite colours. 

NOW IN STOCK 

More Kong products! 

Classic Kongs … and 

Kong Gyro, Wobbler and  

Quest Bone 

http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
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Is Your Membership Due ? 

Contact Us 

Phone 02 6295 7764 

Post PO Box 4048, Kingston  ACT  2604 

Web www.actcdc.org.au 

Office Narrabundah Lane, Symonston  ACT 

• Tuesday-Friday 10:00am-2:00pm 

• Thursday    6:30pm-9:15pm 

• Sunday              9:00am-12:00pm 
 

Office Manager: Marika Mueller  

          CLOSED MONDAY 

Email     contact@actcdc.org.au 

 

We welcome your feedback. 
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Did you join in Term 4 last year?  

If so, your membership is due for renewal. 

Are you in Secondary Companion?  

Is your Attendance Card WHITE or BLUE? 

If so, your membership is due for renewal. 

You can renew online – how easy is that ! 
 

Go to the Club’s website at http://www.actcdc.org.au 

1. Download the Membership Renewal form at 

 http://www.actcdc.org.au/join-the-club.html  

2. Complete the form and send it back to the Club via e-mail 

3. Then pay your fees online using direct credit facilities 

 Bank BSB: 032 729 

 Account: 235628 

 Reference: Your surname and phone number 

 

Make sure your reference will easily identify your payment  

and don’t forget to keep your receipt. 

You don’t even have to leave your house ! 

 

            EFTPOS and PayWave facilities are available 

              Renew your membership at the Club Office 

    No minimum transaction (sorry, no cash out) 

Fees (from 1 October 2018) 

Joining Fee (household) $ 82.00 

Annual Subscription  (household) $123.00 

Training Fees (per Dog/per Year) 
• Behaviour Training 

• Obedience Trialling & Rally-O 

• Agility 

• Flyball 

• Dances with Dogs 

• K9 Disc 

• Tracking 

 

$ 82.00 

$ 82.00 

$ 82.00 

$ 82.00 

$ 82.00 

$ 82.00 

$ 0.00 

Additional Dog Fee $ 61.50 

Instructors’ Fee $ 30.00 

  $5.00—$50.00 

Casual Visitors Fee 

• Conditions apply. 

• Contact the Club Office 

http://www.actcdc.org.au
mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au/join-the-club.html


      Class Times (Term 4) 

 BEHAVIOUR TRAINING Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

Level 1 -  Foundation 

(Puppy) 
10:00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm 9:30 - 10.30am Assessed in class 

Level 1 - Foundation (Adult) 10:00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm 9:30 - 10.30am Assessed in class 

Level 2 - Consolidation 10:00 -11.00am 8.00 - 9.00pm 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Level 3 - Graduation 11.15am -12.15pm 8.00 - 9.00pm 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Level 4 - Companion 11.15am -12.15pm 6.45 - 7.45pm 9:30 - 10.30am Assessed in class 

Secondary Companion 10:00 -11.00am - 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

OBEDIENCE TRIALLING Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

Obedience Skills 10.00 -11.00am 8.00 - 9.00pm Check at office Assessed in class 

Obedience Trialling  11:15am -12.15pm 8.00 - 9.00pm Check at office N/A 

RALLY OBEDIENCE Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

All levels 10.00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm - N/A 

AGILITY Monday Tuesday Wednesday Assessment 

Level One Check at office - Check at office Assessed in class 

Level Two  Check at office - Check at office Assessed in class 

Level Three Check at office - Check at office Assessed in class 

Level Four  Check at office - Check at office Assessed in class 

Novice Check at office - Check at office Trial performance 

Excellent/Masters - 6.45 - 8.15pm - Trial performance 

Agility classes are held in the Trial Rings (1-5). Class times/days may vary from term to term 

FLYBALL Tuesday Sunday   

All levels - 12.30 - 3.00pm  Assessed in class 

Competition  Preparation To be advised - - N/A 

Flyball classes are usually held in the Flyball and Narrabundah Paddocks 

DANCES WITH DOGS  Wednesday   

Starterss  6.45 - 7.30pm  Assessed in class 

Intermediate/Advanced  7.30 - 8.15pm  Assessed in class 

DWD classes are usually held in the Main Pavilion at Queanbeyan Showground. 

Check with instructor for dates and locations. 

K9 DISC   Sunday  

Held in the Narrabundah Paddock  12.00-1.30pm N/A 

Note: no classes will be held in Term 4 
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 Club Activities 

BASIC BEHAVIOUR TRAINING 

 
The Club offers four levels of behavior training 

classes for all breeds and ages of dogs to learn 

how to behave appropriately at home and in 

the community. These classes will help you 

understand how your dog learns and will teach 

you how to train your dog to be a good 

companion. The focus is on teaching practical 

life skills such as learning to relax, walking on 

lead without pulling; to come when called; to 

sit and lie down on cue; to wait politely at 

doors and gates; to calmly meet people; and 

to socialize appropriately with dogs and 

people. You will need to ring up to book your 

dog in (see Office contact details on page 50). 

You should do this several weeks in advance of 

your desired entry date to ensure that you will 

get a place. Dates for the next course can be 

found in the Calendar (see page 57). 

 

DOGS-AS-THERAPY 

 
Members and their dogs visit nursing homes to 

provide pet therapy for the residents. If you 

have a dog that is people and dog friendly 

and isn’t fazed by noise and movement this 

activity might be for you. 

 

COMPETITIVE DOG SPORTS AT THE CLUB 

 

Obedience Trialling – Obedience Trials 

(competitions) aim to demonstrate a high 

degree of handler-dog team work and 

precision over a range of exercises at different 

levels of skill. Exercises include heelwork, 

retrieving, scent work, taking directions a 

distance and stays. Dogs must have passed the 

Graduation level of basic training (Level 3) to 

be admitted to the entry-level trialling class. 

 

Rally Obedience –  Rally-O is an obedience 

competition that requires the handler and dog 

team to negotiate a course in the heel position 

and to perform various manoeuvres such as sits, 

downs, stands, stays and various turns. Handlers 

are able to praise their dog while it is working. 

Dogs must have passed the Graduation level of 

basic training (Level 3) to participate in Rally-O 

classes. 

 

Agility – This is a dog sport where you teach 

your dog to negotiate different obstacles such 

as jumps, tunnels, see-saws, A-frames, dog 

walks and weave poles.  Once you have 

gained some basic skills, the challenge is to 

learn how to ‘steer’ your dog from one 

obstacle to another on a course, and the 

courses change each time so that you and 

your dog are constantly being challenged to 

improve your skills. To start training dogs must 

be at least 14 months old to ensure the dog’s 

skeletal and musculature system is strong 

enough; physically sound and not overweight; 

and under control off-lead around other dogs 

and activities (however no minimum basic 

training level is required). 

 

Flyball – In this sport dogs clear four hurdles, 

release a ball from a ‘box’, and return to their 

handler over the hurdles.  It is a fast and furious 

team sport that ball-mad dogs really enjoy.  

Dogs must be at least 12 months old to ensure 

the dog’s skeletal and musculature system is 

strong enough; physically sound and not 

overweight; and under control off-lead around 

other dogs and activities (however no 

minimum basic training level is required). 

 

Dances with Dogs – In this sport handlers take 

obedience skills to a new level by performing 

routines to music with their dogs. All you need 

to get involved is a love of music, the desire to 

have a great time with your dog and a 

commitment to rewards-based training. DWD is 

suitable for handlers of all ages and dogs of all 

breeds, sizes and ages.  

 

K9 Disc – This sport involves a dog chasing, 

catching and retrieving a flying disc (such as a 

Frisbee) thrown by its handler. As training 

progresses, handlers and dogs can learn and 

compete in distance, freestyle and games 

events. Discs are available in a variety of 

weights and diameters to cater for dogs of 

different sizes. Dogs must have completed 

basic training at Graduation level (Level 3), be 

at least 14 months old and physically fit to 

participate. 

 

Tracking – This most natural of dog sports 

involves the dog following a scent trail left 

behind when a person walks across grass and 

other surfaces. Tracking is only conducted 

during the cooler months due to the risk of 

snakes. The Club provides an information 

session in autumn and organizes ‘peer-support’ 

training to help members get started. 

 
For more information on any of these activities refer 

to the relevant contacts on page 4 or leave your 

name at the Club Office  

(see page 54). 
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     Calendar of Events 2018 
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SMILE — YOU’RE ON CCTV 
  

The Club’s buildings and grounds are under  

constant video camera surveillance  

 SEPTEMBER Sun 23 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end 

  Tues 25 Committee meeting – Clubhouse 

  Wed 26 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end /  Session 4 agility ends /  

Agility intake assessment (session 5) 

  Thurs 27 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end  

  Sat 29 ACT School holidays start 

  Sun 30 Illawarra Dog Training Club Rally-O Trial /  Boorowa Irish Flyball Fling (part 

of Woolfest) * 

OCTOBER Mon 1 Labour Day Public Holiday 

  Sat 6 Dogs ACT Agility Titles at CDC  

  Sun 7 Dogs ACT Agility Titles at CDC / Daylight saving starts 

Goulburn Dog Training & Kennel Club Spring Fling Flyball Race Meet *  

  Mon 8 Session 5 agility commences 

  Sat 13 CDC Double Rally-O trial 

  Mon 15 ACT School Term 4 starts 

  Wed 17 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training  classes start  

  Thurs 18 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training  classes start / Tuggeranong Dog Training 

Club Agility Trial (evening) * 

  Sat 20 Southern Highlands Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Berrima * 

  Sun 21 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training  classes start / Belconnen Dog Obedience 

Club Dances With Dogs Trial* / Southern Highlands Kennel & Obedience 

Club Obedience Trial, Berrima * 

  Sat 27 CDC 60th Anniversary Flyball Competition  / Tuggeranong Dog Training 

Club Obedience Trial* 

  Tues 30 Committee meeting – clubhouse  

  Wed 31 Eligibility for annual pointscore awards and titles ends 

NOVEMBER Sat 3 CDC Agility Trial 

  Wed 7 Submission of applications for annual pointscore awards and titles close 

  Sat 10 CDC Obedience Trial (evening) 

  Sat 17 Belconnen Dog Obedience Club Rally-O Trial * 

  Mon 19 Belconnen Dog Obedience Club Jumping Trial (evening) * 

  Sat 24 Tuggeranong Dog Training Club Rally -O Trial * 

  Tues 27 Committee meeting – clubhouse 

  Wed 28  Session 5 agility ends 

DECEMBER Sat 1 Cooma & District Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial * 

  Sun 2 Cooma & District Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial * 

  Tues 4 CDC Gamblers Trial (evening) 

  Wed 5 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training  classes end (week 8)   

  Thurs 6 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training  classes end (week 8)  

  Sun 9 CDC Term 4 Behaviour Training classes end (week 8)  including  

CHRISTMAS PARTY and ANNUAL  AWARDS  

  Sat 22 ACT School holidays start 

  Sat 30 UpDog (K9 Disc) Challenge hosted by 4 Paws Sports 



 

Off-lead exercise at our Club 
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 Read the gate signs. 

 Play safe - use common 

sense in the off-lead 

areas. 

Always ask and gain 

permission from 

everyone before going 

into an area that is 

already occupied. 

  Enter on lead and 

remove the lead while 

your dog is sitting. 

  Move well away from 

the gate to avoid 

crowding. 

  Keep moving to 

minimise tension and 

scuffles between dogs. 

  Stay alert and keep an 

eye on your dog. 

  Always reward your 

dog for coming to you. 

  Avoid using balls and 

other toys if the area is 

crowded or dogs 

become excited. 

  Leave immediately if 

your dog becomes 

anxious, or is annoying 

or aggressive towards 

other dogs. 

  Limit your time to 15 

minutes if other 

members are waiting to 

use the area. 

  Always clean up after 

your dog. 

 

NOTE: The Narrabundah 

and Flyball Paddocks 

are not available for  

off-lead use 30 minutes 

before or after training 

classes.  

Always read and follow the Club’s rules for using the off-lead areas. 

Read the gate signs and the poster on the Club’s outside noticeboards. 

You MUST follow the directions of Club officials when asked. 


